I .—T H E B U IL D IN G O F H A D R IA N ’S W A L L .
[B eing the third H orsley memorial lecture delivered
on 29th October 1947.]
B y C. E . S t e v e n s , M .A ., F .S .A .
“ Nor may it be amiss to try how far we can find out the several
cohorts belonging to the respective legions, and on what part of the
wall each legion and cohort seems to have been imployed.”
(Britannia Romana, 130.)

M y1 predecessors, Sir George M acdonald, R . C. Bosanquet and R . G. Collingwood, have defined the relations of
John H orsley to his tim es and to that m onum ent of
Britannia Rom ana to which he devoted his most careful
attention, H a d ria n ’s W all. It is my purpose in this
Horsley lecture to break new ground in restudying a
special problem posed by H orsley and answered provision
ally by h im ; it is the problem which is announced in the
sentence which forms the head-text of the lecture.2
H orsley noted the existence in situ on the southern face
of the W all and as ‘‘ c a rrie s” to its vicinity of stones
recording legions, cohorts and centuries. Indeed he was
the first to interpret them as building records,3 enunciating
a point of view now universally accepted, but which needed
later defence from m isplaced ingenuity (ignorant of H ors
ley’s proofs) at the hand of John C layton.4 H orsley com
bines these records into a w orking hypothesis.5 H e notes
that in his time only stones com m em orating legions ii and
vi had appeared on the W all. H e rem em bers that the
legion has ten cohorts, so that, as he can presum e, twenty
cohorts are w orking at once; and he notes that there are
1
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eighty W all-m iles. H e feels himself entitled on the basis
of the provenances of stones to presum e four blocks of
tw enty miles each, of which each legion constructs two,
“ leap-frogging ” over its fellow.
H orsley is always
cautious in language when he takes a risk— “ nor may it be
a m is s ” are the words with which he begins the dem onstra
tion—and here, as in his attem pt to reconstruct the build
ing scheme of the A ntonine W all, later discoveries have
put his theory out of court. But it rem ains an adm irable
example of method, and H orsley’s hypothesis of legions
operating as units and “ lea p -fro g g in g ” forward is sub
stantially my own. M oreover, it is very much to H orsley’s
credit that he is careful to indicate as exactly as he can the
provenance of the stones. H ere indeed, as so often, he was
ahead of his successors.6 T he problem would have been
much easier to solve had John Clayton instructed his
workmen to give find-spots more precise than “ between
H ousesteads and Cawfields ” for the num erous inscribed
stones which their restorations uncovered.
W e have now, however, far more building records,
m any of them recorded in situ , than H orsley knew, and
their interpretation has been advanced by E . B. B irley,7
whose conclusions it is necessary to summ arize. H e shows
that H orsley is correct in seeing the legion as the workingparty unit. T he legion “ s ig n s ” with its num ber at each
end of its “ legionary le n g th s,” inside this the cohorts
“ s i g n ” at each end of theirs, and inside them sim ilarly
the centuries. T h u s at each end of a “ legionary length ”
there should be three pieces of inform ation (which may,
but need not, be on the same stone), the num ber of the
legion, the num ber of its end cohort, and the centurion’s
name of the end century of that cohort. Sim ilarly at each
end of every “ cohort le n g th ” inside the “ legionary
le n g th ,” there should be two, the cohort’s num ber and the
centurion’s nam e.8 B uilding records, however, turn up
quite capriciously, and early discoveries are often carried
to farm s, barns and gentlem en’s residences,9 so that even
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now it has not been found possible to get far with the
reconstruction of a “ Labour C hart ” for the W all on their
evidence alone.
In recent years, however, we have gained another key
to our problem , that furnished by structural analysis of
milecastles and tu rrets; and it is greatly to the credit of
F. G. Sim pson that, as early as 1910 (when few milecastle
plans were known), he determ ined which structural details
of milecastles were relevant.10 H e isolated three types—
(A) “ s h o r t” axis, double gate without inw ard projections;
(B) “ long a x is,” single g a te ;11 (C) “ long a x is,” double
gate with inw ard projections : and all milecastles explored
—with one exception to be discussed—conform to one or
other of them . Furtherm ore the discovery at a num ber of
milecastles of inscriptions com m em orating the legion that
built them enables us with plausibility to assign the types
to legions ii, xx and vi respectively.12
No evidence suggests that turrets in the original sectors13
were provided with sim ilar inscriptions. Nevertheless, M r.
Birley has noticed that turrets, top, seem to fall into three
types,14 and since we can establish close local relationships
between each turret type and a milecastle type to; cor
respond, it becomes a plausible guess to erect a scheme
both of milecastles and turrets which shall be assigned to
the several legions. It is, of course, a guess, the first which
I have put forw ard in developing the general theory. All
such guesses will be recorded as such when they are first
made in the argum ent, and then boldly treated, if neces
sary, as foundations for further hypotheses. F or this
simplifies the w riting, and does no harm if the m ethod of
reasoning is understood. T he guess, then, is m ine; never
theless, since the possibility of establishing a complete
structural scheme at all depends on the acuteness of my
fellow-workers, I shall take the liberty both for convenience
and as a tribute to them of saying that structures assigned
to legions on structural grounds are so assigned on “ Sim pson-Birley rules.” H ere then is the scheme :
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Leg. ii
Leg. X X
Leg. yi
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Milecastles
‘‘ Short axis *' Gate type A
‘‘ Long axis ’' Gate type B
‘' Long axis *' Gate type C

Turrets
Door to E.15
Broad Walls,
Narrow Walls, Door to E.
Narrow Walls, Door to W.

W e m ay hope, therefore, to have two keys, the struc
tural and the epigraphic, for w orking out our problem,
where the Stone W all is original. T h e lim iting clause is
im portant, for the work of the C um berland Excavation
Com m ittee16 has proved that west of the Irth in g the W ail
was originally of turf with only its turrets in stone, and
that the rebuilding in stone occurred in stages. W e have
the same type of evidence here, centurial stones and struc
tural plans, but there is no reason why they should follow
the directives of the original planners. Furtherm ore, the
stone turrets of the turf wall are idiosyncratic and may not
follow “ Sim pson-Birley ru les.” 17
Moreover, it m ust be rem embered that the nature of the
Stone W all east of the Irth in g is not uniform . W e have
the Broad W all from Newcastle bridgehead to some point
east of the N orth T yne, but west of that the W all is only
broad at milecastles and tu rrets; elsewhere a Narrow W all
has been erected on broad foundation (which was omitted,
indeed, where it was not necessary).18 T h u s the W all
between structures (which I shall henceforward call the
“ curtains ” ), where narrow, is the result of a later decision.
An im portant principle emerges. W e have our “ Sim psonBirley r u le s ” to determ ine the builders of the structures
in this sector, we have the centurial stones for the “ cur
tain s,” but it will not follow that, because we can assign
certain structures to their legions, the “ curtains ” between
them will necessarily belong to that legion too. T he two
keys, in fact, will not render m utual aid here.
B ut will they do it in the eastern sectors? W ill, for
exam ple, a sector where we have epigraphic evidence for
leg. ii for the “ c u rta in s ” also produce structures of leg. ii
according to “ Sim pson-Birley rules ” ? O ne thinks well—
a priori—of the conception of w all-building going evenly
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forward, until a decision was taken to postpone for some
reason the construction of “ cu rtain s,” which were ultim 
ately built to a narrower gauge. But we can do better than
a priori inference. A t T io a , we should, according to the
rules, be in leg. x x ’s territory for structures,19 and at T i2 a
in leg. ii’s20 (the intervening structures are probably irre
coverable). Now from some place between them two stones
have appeared which, according to B irley’s epigraphic
doctrine, m ust m ark the end and fairly certainly the western
end of leg. x x ’s w ork.21 T he “ Sim pson-Birley ru le s ”
and the epigraphy do seem to be corresponding. In this
sector, blocks of structural building of one legion do seem
likely to correspond to blocks of “ c u rta in s ” of the same
legion.
W e m ust now revert to M r. B irley’s observations on
centurial stones. H e directs attention to the cases of
centurial stones which recur and which m ight thus indicate
the distance between two successive blocks of work per
formed by the same century and m ight so establish the
length of the legion’s work allotm ent. H e finds that the
distance between such recurrences is norm ally 2§ miles
or a m ultiple of it. T he figure puzzles him somewhat be
cause it is not easy to divide it very satisfactorily between
the one double and nine single cohorts of the legion (11
“ cohort eq u iv a len ts” we m ight call them ). But if we
examine the record22 of centurial stones from the W all on
which cohort num bers are either stated or can be inferred,
we find that the incidence of cohorts so recorded is by no
means regular. In fact, while cohorts i, iii, v, vi, viii and
x are all well represented and widely distributed, cohort iv
has but one example, and cohorts ii, vii and ix are all thinly
represented, never tu rn in g up, moreover, in each o th er’s
provenance areas. If we are allowed to have enough
centurial stones to furnish a statistician’s “ fair true
sam ple,” and to neglect for the moment the unique cohort
iv, we m ight conclude that the cohorts which “ sign ” are i,
iii, v, vi, viii, x and one or other of ii, vii and ix, just eight
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“ cohort e q u iv a len ts” in fact- Now if we remember that
B irley’s figure of 2§ miles is also eight “ cu rtains,” it
seems that the solution stares us in the face, though, in fact,
a study of the provenances will show us that the “ L egion
ary le n g th ” is norm ally the half, of this actually; four
“ cu rtain s,” that is. T he first, the double cohort, has a
complete one, the six take each a half.
W h a t then were the other three doing ? W e can only
guess, but a guess consistent with the logic of facts is
possible. The position is th is : in the “ Broad W a l l ”
sector we have structures and “ curtains ” built all together
with eight “ cohort equivalents ” “ signing ” for the la tte r;
in the “ Narrow W all on Broad fo u n d a tio n ” sector, the
structures are built independently and earlier than the “ cur
tains ” and the foundation m ust go with them, for it would
be grotesque to im agine foundation laid for miles to a
gauge which was known to be w rong. Now in this sector
we have substantially the same eight “ cohort equivalents ”
“ signing ” for the “ c u rta in s ” . It is plausible, therefore,
to suppose that the “ cu rtain -b u ild ers” are one gang
(which I call the “ curtain ” gang) and the three residuary
cohorts were building foundation and structure (the “ struc
tural ” gang).
W ith this clue we can make further progress with the
study of the uniform eastern sector. T he “ Sim psonBirley ru le s ” should show a division of legionary work
between MC17 (leg. ii)23 and T iy a (leg. v i);24 and there is
m ore.25 Im m ediately west ofM C i7 occurs the difference of
standard in the construction of the W all itself as between
standards A and B .26 Now forty structures back from
MC17 inclusive will bring us back to MC4 (Pilgrim Street),
where the W all, before the addition of forts, was presum 
ably scheduled to end,27 and forty “ c u rta in s ” would allow
us to assum e a spur thence to the river bank, as was built
for the W allsend extension. These forty “ c u rta in s ” will
divide into- ten “ legionary len g th s.” Now “ Sim pson-Birley
rules ” offer us leg. xx as alone present in the eastern and
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leg. ii alone present in the western end of the sector.
A ssum ing th at—ceteris paribus— the identity in size of a
“ legionary length ” is m aintained—and it would be adm in
istratively difficult—and quite pointless—to alter it, we
could assum e a division just west of n b as between 24
<rc u rta in s ” (6 44 legionary le n g th s ” ) for leg. xx and 16
(4 44 legionary lengths ” ) for leg. ii. A nd we m ust not for
get the epigraphic confirmation already noticed.
Evidence: NCH xiii. 530 (7b), 531 (8b); 532 (9), 533 (9b); ib. (10); ib.
(10a); A A 4 viii. 322 (12a); ib. (12b); 319 (13); 322 (13a); CES, 1946
(14); AA± ix. 256 (17).

Nevertheless, the epigraphic record on the whole is un
satisfactory and the data: of provenances involved, so that
fuller consideration is better postponed until the study of
other sectors has tau g h t us more of the behaviour of cohorts
within the 44 legionary le n g th .” It will be sufficient to note
that two cohorts both sign at the end of their 44 c u rtain ,”
which we shall meet again and m ay be able to explain, and
that an easily em endable stone shows the first cohort start
ing off on the next 44 legionary length ” of leg. ii.28 T here
is a hint here, which we shall find confirmed, that while the
relative position of the cohorts inside the 44 le n g th ” may
vary, it is the rule that the first signing cohort (always, in
fact, cohort i) m ust start and the last num erically m ust
finish it.
G oing ahead from MC17, we have a series of excavated
structures of leg. vi as far as MC22, but the first milecastle
in it, MC18, is abnorm al and indeed so far unique. It has
a type A gate of leg. ii but a long axis, presum ably here
of leg. vi. It seems a fair guess th at the “ s tru c tu ra l”
gang of leg. ii had begun—surely at the end of a season—
on their next task (prior construction of milecastle gates is
proven elsew here),29 but that before they could finish it
another legion appeared with different ideas of milecastle
shape. It is most satisfactory that our unique milecastle
appears at a most appropriate place.

8
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Evidence: A A 4 ix. 257 (Tiya,); ib. (Ti7b); ib. (MC18); ib. 258 (Ti8a);
ib. (Ti8b); ib. xiii. 259 (MC19); ib. x. 98 (Ti9a); ib. 99 (Tigb); ib.
xiii. 259 (MC20); ib. viii. 317 (MC22).

W e seem to have a run of leg. vi structures to MC22,
but T22a seems clearly assignable on “ SimpsOn-Birley
ru le s ” to leg. xx,30 and sixteen “ c u rta in s ” from MC17
would bring us up to T22a. W e seem, however, to have
only fifteen structures—until it is realized that the Dere
Street passage m ust surely be taken into account, which
gets our figure right. Beyond, the milecastle gates are
unexam ined and only their axes are known, which are all
“ lo n g ” and thus m ight be of leg. vi or leg. xx. But the
turrets seem to be all of leg. x x ,31 so that we may hope
that excavation will give confirmation to the milecastles
too,32 and bring us safely with leg. xx to MC27. In fact
sixteen structures (corresponding to four “ legionary
le n g th s ” ) will bring us to T27a, recently found under
Chesters fort : 33 and we are beginning to notice a recurrence
of this sixteen figure. But the “ c u rta in s ” do not behave
in this way. W e can prove the existence of “ Narrow W all
with Broad Foundation ” on either side of T26b and, what
is more, epigraphy shows us that not leg. xx but leg. ii is
“ curtain ” building in the vicinity.34 W e have a term inal
stone of leg. ii and a centurial stone from near T25b which
must belong to that legion.35
T he work of the gangs would seem, therefore, to have
been dislocated while the whole legionary task was going
on. T he “ s tru c tu ra l” gan g seem to complete the full
ration of sixteen structures, but the “ c u rta in ” g ang have
been taken away before they were finished with theirs. To
answer certainly where this occurred would be to state
exactly where the Broad W all stops; and that cannot yet
be done. But if our scheme has established itself at all, it
m ust have happened at the end of a “ legionary len g th .”
T he end of the first, 23b, seems too close, that of the third,
if the 25b provenance record is valid, too far. It is a little
more than a guess, then, to claim that the end of the Broad
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W all will be found two “ legionary le n g th s ” or eight
“ c u rta in s ” from 22/22a, at MC25, in fact.36
M oving forward from Chesters we may follow the struc
tural g a n g first, since their work certainly precedes the
“ cu rtain s.” But it does not seem possible to fit their work
into blocks of four structures per legion any more. Nor
from an adm inistrative point of view is this surprising, for
with no term inal stones of legionary lengths to tell the tale
(it is the “ c u rta in ” g ang that put them up), it would be
hard for the inspectors to discover which legion had built a
turret. T h e evidence of turrets and milecastles is nearly
all present for subm ission to “ Sim pson-Birley ru le s ” and
structures as yet unexcavated may refute the guesswork
that is to follow. But “ it may not be am iss ” in H orsley’s
language to follow H orsley’s way in m aking a guess on the
basis of what has been seen. T he unit of the “ structural ”
g a n g seems now to be the “ triplet ” of milecastle with pair
of turrets on either side (which I denote by the symbol
-M C x -), the milecastle, of course, indicating the legion
that builds and thus determ ining the turrets. H ere is the
evidence :
Tw o “ trip le ts” may possibly be both of leg. ii (-28- and
-29-), and are followed by seven all of leg. xx (-3 0 - to
-3 6 -). W e then have two “ trip le ts ” of each (-37- and
-3 8 - of leg. ii, “ 39~ and -4 0 - of leg. xx), followed by three
“ trip le ts ” of leg. ii (-41- to -4 3 -) and four of leg. xx
(-4 4 - to -47-), and the balance to the Irth in g is made up
by one “ trip le t” and an odd turret of leg. vi, where in
cidentally, standard B ,37 which we have found leg. vi
using in the east,38 makes a welcome reappearance.
Evidence;39 MC29 (surface examination),40 T2ga (AA2 vii. 256;
A A 3 ix. 70); T29b (A A 3 ix. 56); MC30-32 (surface examination);
MC33 (AA4 xiii. 262); all structures T33b-T36a, except T34b (CES,
1946 and 1947); MC37 (AA4 xi. 103, C 662); MC38 (AA4 xiii. 263,
C 660 and 661); MC39 (AA4 viii. 321; xiii. 268); T39a and 39b
(CW2 xiii. 307); MC40 (AA4 viii. 321); T4oa and 40b (CES, 1946);
MC41 (CES, 1946); MC42 (AA 1 iv. 54, A A 4 xiii. 269, C 663); MC43
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(JRS xxx. 162); MC44 (surface examination); T44b (A A 2 xxiv.
13) ;41 MC45 (surface examination); T45a (AA 2 x. 57; A A 3 ix. 69) ;42
T45b (AA2 ix. 234; x. 57);^ MC46 (CES, 1947); MC47 (AA4 xiii.
270, C 835); MC48 (CW2 xi. 390); 148a (CW2 xxvi. 437); T48b
(CW2 xxvi. 429).44

All structures in the 44 s to n e ’’ sector as originally de
signed have now been examined and assigned to Legions
with a range from certainty to frank guessw ork. W e m ust
now use epigraphy to see the “ curtain ” g an g s finish their
task. T he epigraphy will give us reason to believe that,
in part, at least, the builders moved from west to east, so
we shall start at the Irthing, expecting evidence, as stated,
of four-44curtain ” legionary lengths with the one double
(cohort i) or two single cohorts per 44 c u rtain .” H ere is our
first 44 legionary length ” (cohort num bers printed in large
italics show stones found in situ , printed in small italics,
stones 44 carried ” as particularized in the evidence) :
1.
2.
3.
4.

" Curtains ”
Bridge
Bridge /48b
48b/48a
48a/48

Cohorts
i

III V
ii VI
viii X

Reference Numbers
1
2a
2b
3a
3b
4a
4b

Evidence:43
(2a) JRS xxx. 184—Ferronius Vegetus " 16 yards east of
secondary guard-chamber at bridge.”
(3b) JRS xvii. 213, Lousius Suavis—" half-way between the
turrets ” (CW2 xxviii. 287).
(4b) EE ix. 1208, Vesuvius Rufus (without cohort number, but
cf. C 502f = JRS xv. 249)—"discovered . . . near the Gilsland
railway station” (PSAN3 ii. 54).

T he next length can be reconstructed too, though there
are fewer centurial stones with provenances in situ .
" Curtains ”
1 .4 8 / 47b
2 . 47b/47a
3 . 4 7 a /47
4 . 4 7 / 46b

Cohorts
I
in
ii
viii

V

vi
x

Reference Numbers
1
2b
2a
3a
3b
4a
4b

II
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Evidence:
(i)
EE ix. 1207, Libanus— " in the [Poltross] burn " [i.e. im
mediately E. of MC48] (PSAN2 vii. 235).
(2a) EE iv. 686 =JRS xvii. 218 = ib. xxxi. 144, Claudius Augustanus—"found at Gap" (LS 347).
(3a) EE vii. 1076, Laetinius—" a t Newhall " (AA 2 xi, 122).
Not quite as near as 47/46b, but it is a longish " carry " anyway.
(3b) EE vii. 1077, Caledonius Secundus— " found in a field-wall
between Gap and Chapel House " (AA2 xi. 121). Must be either
47b/47a or this " curtain."
(4a) C 790, Valerius Verus (without cohort number, but cf.
C 502e = AA4 ii. 91)—"near Foultown " (BR 232). 47/473, is per
haps more apposite, but this "curtain " responds well enough to
the description.

W o rk in g eastward, we have an evident legionary
term inal stone46—with cohort x into the bargain—at 44b.
T his, however, would give us only six “ curtains ” back
to 46b ; instead of the eight that our arrangem ent dem ands.
If we were allowed, however, to posit two “ c u rta in s ” for
a fort at C arvoran,47 we should have our eight “ cu rtain s.”
And, in spite of the very complicated questions of proven
ance, they can be worked out, though they seem to show,
as we said, that, while cohorts i and x are constant at the
beginning and end of lengths, considerable variation is
allowed inside them .
T he scheme will work out, then, in some such way as
th is :
" Curtains "
1.
2.
3.
4.

46b/46a
46a/46
Carvoran
Carvoran

1 .4 6 / 45b
2 . 45b/45a
3 - 45a / 45
4 - 45 / 44b

Cohorts
i
ii
III ??
viii

VI? ?
v? ?
X?

?

Reference Numbers
1
2b
2a
3b
3a
4b
4a

i
in ??
Ill
viii

5

V
vi? ?
X

6a
7a
8a

6b
7b
8b

Evidence:
(1) C 668, Ole. Libo—" in a barn just on the other [west] side of
the water " [sc. Tipalt Burn] (BR 232). A " farmer’s carry " across
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the burn being improbable, this is a most likely " curtain.”
(2a) JRS xvii. 212—ex Machell MSS., " at Glenwhelp.” Can
hardly be a " carry ” from east of MC46.
(2b) C 786, Munatius Maximus (without cohort number)—" from
the face of the Wall near Thirlwel castle” (BR 232, at second
hand). I should expect "curtain” 46b/46a, but 46a/46 is almost
as likely and fits the position of the duplicate better (see below).
It ought, then, to be of cohort vi, by elimination.
(3a) EE vii. 1069, Claudius Augustanus [so emend]—"found at
Carvoran ” (Peile ap. Stukeley Diaries, iii. 137, 138).
(3b) C 787, presumably Sentius Priscus (without cohort number,
but cf. C 490)—" here \_sc, at Carvoran] in 1817 ” (HN 142).
(4b) C 779, Flavius Noricus— "supposed to have been brought
from Carvoran ” (HN 295). These Carvoran provenances are quite
uncertain owing to the proximity of the Wall.
(6a) EE vii. 1058— " near the turret,” which is clearly 45b (AA 2
ix. 235; cf. ib. x. 57), reported as "seeming to read coh. iii.” I
emend coh. ii.
(6b.i) EE vii. 1059, Julius Vale(ns)— " as it [the Wall] passes
over the Walltown crags, at Carvoran, near their western extremity ”
(PSAN2 ii. (1885) 127). Greenhead quarry had removed T45b
(found in 1883) by 1884 (Handbook2 174), so that " their western
extrem ity” must be this "curtain.”
(ii)
C 778, Valerius Maximus— " a t W alltown” (Lingard ap.
AA4 vi. 156, correcting Hodgson, Bruce and Hubner).
(7a.i) JRS xxx. 184, Ferronius Vegetus—reported in situ by
F. G. Simpson (PSAN4 ix. 165).
(ii) EE vii. 1070 (centuria), Socelliana— " near a turns per vallum
north or rather north-west from Wall-town ” (Peile, l.c. 138). The
" turris ” is as likely to be T45a as T44b (MC45, in spite of Birley
in A A 4 xvi. 224, is unlikely, for Horsley (and Warburton) had made
clear what a turris was). No traveller’s guessed compass points are
worth much where the Wall is dodging on the Nicks.
(iii) JRS xxx. 183 —ib. xxxi. 144, Claudius Augustanus (without
cohort number but cf. EE iv. 686=JRS xvii. 218 = ib. xxxi. 144
and EE vii. 1069), found with 7a.i.
(7b) Possibly C 785, Munatius Maximus (without cohort number)
— " near Walton ” (BR 232). See above.
(8a) EE iv. 685 = ib. ix. p. 598, Seccius— "near the garden at
Low T ow n” (LS 291), provenance, therefore, quite uncertain, but
this " cu rtain ” is the nearest. Hubner’s " Aesicae ” (following
Bruce) is quite misleading.
(8b) EE ix. 1387, Julius Florentinus— " ex turri Mueklebank ”
[T/j4b] (EE l.c.).
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It will be seen that I must emend a reading, else the same cohort
would sign in contiguous ” curtains,” which my scheme will not
permit. Critics must decide whether it is admissible to suppose that
Bruce read a stroke too many on a stone (now lost) which, as he
says, was “ scarcely legible.”

A n interesting point can now be m ade. T he fourth
“ legionary length ” (46/44b) is definitely assigned to leg.
xx and we have inscriptions from C hester of Ferronius
Vegetus and C laudius A ugustanus to confirm it.48 T hus,
if our doctrine is right, all centuries in that “ length ” m ust
belong to th a t legion. W e m ight say that the centurions
in it which we can assign on definite evidence to leg. xx
have from our point of view “ infected ” all the others of the
“ length ” with the characteristic of belonging to> leg. xx.
Now, if any of them, “ infectors ” or “ infected,” turn up
in other “ len g th s,” they will “ infect ” every centurion in
them in this way, and each and all of these can “ carry ”
it further. T h u s Julius Florentinus “ in fe c ts” the length
around 42a which we shall presently examine, a length
including Lousius Suavis, who “ c a rrie s ” back to our first
“ le n g th ” (Bridge /47b), where it is satisfactory to find
that Ferronius V egetus not only “ carries ” it directly but is
actually known as stated, from Chester itself. Various checks
and cross-checks, which can easily be worked out, show by
this m ethod that all the four “ le n g th s ” (sixteen “ cur
tains ” ) from Irth in g to 44b are the work of leg. xx.49
Proceeding eastwards, we seem to have a “ length ” of
four “ c u rta in s ” (44b/43a) established by a cohort i stone
to lead off and what looks rem arkably like a term inal sculp
ture (without inscription) of leg. xx at the other end. But
inside, the provenance record is not very satisfactory. No
good record of stones in situ exists, and one large farm
(Allolee) can attract the “ c a rrie s” and furnish the topo
graphical denotation for the whole “ length ” in this lonely
region.
Evidence:
(1) EE ix. 1206 —AA4 ii. 90, coh. i, Fl(avius) Cl(audianus)—
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'' on the outside of the south-east angle of the exploratory turret ' ’
[i.e. 44b] (AA 2 xxiv. 15).
Terminal Sculpture: Gordon, It. Sept. 79 and pi. xxxviii— “ a
small village called the Ryclose " [for which see Horsley's Map],
" beyond which I found a square Stone at the foot of the W all";
BR 229 and pi. Northumberland, no. lxiii—" near a wicket or hatch
at Cockmount-hill.’' By 1817, " carried " to Great Chesters (HN
293); not seen by Bruce (LS 294). As seen by Gordon and Horsley,
it has no right to be a *‘ carry ’’ at all and is excellently in place at
the east end of the terminal "curtain," 43b/43a.
Other Stones: (i) EE ix. 1204 = J R S xv. 249, coh. iii. Senilis—
"amongst the debris of the great Wall north of Allalee " (PSA N 3
i- 175).
(ii) EE ix. 1202, coh. v, Sextius Proculus— " near the Cockmount
Hill milecastle " [i.e. MC44] (AA3 v. 168).
(iii) C 735, coh. vii, centurion's name illegible—"in the fore-wall
of a cow-house, adjoining to a house called Allaley " (BR 229).
Horsley reports "the number of the cohort tolerably plain." But
coh. vii is never found in what we consider leg. xx contexts, so we
may be allowed to suggest that Horsley read one stroke too few
or too many. The stone is now lost.
(iv) EE ix. 1205, coh. viii, Seccius—provenance and bibliography
as (i).

(v) C 738> Valerius Verus (without cohort number, but cf.
C 502e=AA4 ii. 91)—" in the front wall of the farm-house at
Ollalee " (LS 293).

Here, too, we are in leg. x x ’s territory, for V alerius
Verus carries the “ infectio n ” from “ legionary le n g th ”
48/46!), while Seccius, if the provenances can be trusted,
and M arius D exter50 actually carry it from the one before.
In m oving forw ard we find a term inal stone of leg. xx
recorded from the neighbourhood of T 4 ib ,51 and four
“ c u rta in s” back from it will bring us to Great Chesters
fort. Moreover, the “ length ” is thoroughly well provided
with centurions of leg. xx. In the journey from the Irthing,
“ le n g th ” seems to succeed “ le n g th ” reasonably well.
But there is an awkward “ h o le ” between 43a and Great
Chesters fort. W e shall understand it in time. M eanwhile our
“ length ” Great C h esters/4ib itself seems a rather eccen
tric affair. From the destruction of the W all by Cawfields
quarry we have this gain—that there is no- sector with stones
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of more exact provenance than around 42a. No less than
four cohort equivalents turn up in a most confined range,
and one of them , a coh. i stpne, occurs rig h t in the m iddle
of our “ len g th ,’’ where our doctrine does not expect it at
all. T he suggestion can be offered that here the “ curtain ”
length has been halved, so that the normal cohort builds
only a quarter of a “ c u rta in .” W e shall see that a justifica
tion for this eccentricity can be advanced, and we may
develop the suggestion in this way :
“ Curtains”
1. Great Chesters /42b
2. 42b/42a
3 . 42a/42
4 . 4 2 / 41b

i
v iii

I
v iii

Cohorts
Reference Numbers
iii
IC id
v?
ia
ix
VI
X
2a 2 b 2 C 2d
iii
V
3a
3° 3d
v i x? ? 4a 4b 4c 4d
ix

Evidence:
(id) C 737, Valerius Maximus (without cohort number, but cf.
C 778)—" at a small rivulet called Haltwhistleburn " (BR 229),
subsequently " carried" to a coal-hole at Cawfields farm (LS 224).
Ought certainly to come from 42b/42a, but the west end of the
next one is not far.
(2C.i) JRS xxv. 224, Caledonius Secundus— " in November 1934
at Cawfields quarry . . . after the firing of a blasting shot ''
(AA4 xii. 195).
(ii) C 680, Lousius Suavius (without cohort number, but cf.
C 600 and JRS xvii. 213)—" at Haltwhistle Burn-head in the wall
of an outhouse" (AA2 vi. 54), a short "carry." Hiibner wrongly
speaks of two stones (cf. CW2 xxviii. 387).
(iii) JRS xxviii. 200, Liberalis—" brought down by blasting in
Cawfields quarry " (1937 : therefore, east of 2c.i) (AA4 xvi. 221).
(2d) JRS xxviii. 199, Julius Florentinus (without cohort number,
but cf. EE ix. 1387)—"found in the same circumstances as the
last" (AA4 xvi. 222).
(3a) JRS xxxvii. 179, Julius Candidus— " found about 1943 in
stone which had fallen from Hadrian’s Wall in quarrying east of
Turret 42a" (JRS l.c.). Therefore east of (2d).
(3c) EE ix. 1190 (centuria) Socelliana—" a little south of the
Roman Wall near to Cawfields" (PSAN2 x. 82).
(3d) JRS xxviii. 200, Ostorianus—" built into the wall of a sheep
pen near Cawfields quarry" (AA4 xvi. 221). Exact "curtain"
therefore uncertain. But this one is quite unobjectionable.
(4b) JRS xix. 215, Flavius Noricus—" built into the garden wall
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at the back of East Cawfields house ” (JRS l.c.). This is actually
the nearest “ curtain.'*
(4d) Possibly EE ix. 1187, Gellius Philippus (without cohort
number)— “ from the Cawfields Crags ” (PSAN3 ii. 240). This seems
the best cohort to fit the provenances of this stone and its duplicate
(see below). But it is painful to contrast such a vague twentiethcentury record with Horsley’s splendid precision.

T he ‘4le n g th ” is infected with leg. xx characteristics
through a variety of channels, V alerius M axim us, Caledonius
Secundus, Lousius Suavis, Liberalis, (centuria) Socelliana
and Flavius N oricus.52 Cohort ix has taken the place of
cohort ii and it is interesting to see that Flavius Noricus
has been prom oted into it.
In m oving eastwards, it is m ost convenient to look at
once at a stone of cohort i of leg. xx imm ediately west of
H ousesteads.53 F ort construction is clearly envisaged here
by the time that the “ c u rta in ’’ gangs were working, as
the phenom ena a t H ousesteads prove. It seems likely,
then, on a priori grounds that this cohort i stone comes at
the east end of a length starting from the fort and thus
that leg. Xx is building westwards. Tw o “ legionary
le n g th s ’’ (eight “ c u rta in s ” ) will b ring it to 39a; indeed,
there are some stones reported from this region that m ust
seem ingly belong to leg. x x ,54 but C layton’s workmen have
been too vague to allow us any details. Y et we have left
ourselves only seven “ c u rta in s ” for some other legion
than leg. xx (presum ably leg. ii) to fill the gap between
39a and 41b : does not this invalidate the scheme ? It does
not, for again an anom aly in it coincides with anom alous
records of the stones, cohort vii55 and cohort i (or rather
its first century “ prim us pilus ” )56 tu rning up in the middle
of the half-way “ c u rta in ” both with very good proven
ance records. T h e fact is that there is a “ hole ” of seven
“ curtains ” to be stopped up, and leg. ii does it, working
from the west, so that coh. vii comes tow ards the end of the
first “ truncated length ” (3J “ curtains ” —41b to |4oa/4ob)
and the “ prim us pilus ” century leads off for the second pne
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(3J “ curtains ” —j4oa/4ob to 39a). M oreover, the appear
ance of cohort vii which we have been em ending away, the
one tim e we found it, need not worry us here. W e are out
of leg. x x ’s territory now (its term inal stone hints as much),
and another legion need not have the same “ s ig n in g ’*
cohorts.57
Eastw ard of H ousesteads, the shortage of inscribed
stones makes difficulties, so that consideration of the re
m aining “ c u rta in s ” had better wait until th in g s have
been sorted out a bit.
B ut can it be done? Does not the whole scheme, with
its “ len g th s,’’ beginning now from one end and now from
the other, its “ truncated lengths ” and its “ triplets ” seem
like a Bedlam ite exercise in special pleading on the grand
scale? Y et I think it can. W e may start with two
phenom ena, different but susceptible of identical explana
tion : (1) that after sixteen “ c u rta in s ” from T u b , the
building legion seems to start a structure (MC18) which is
completed by another legion; (2) that after sixteen “ cur
ta in s ” a legion “ s ig n s ” at its term inal point (T44b), but
the doctrine of “ infection ” shows that it is not the junction
of its work with another legion, for the next “ length ” is
its work also. It looks as if sixteen “ c u rta in s ” (four
“ legionary le n g th s ” ) could be regarded as a seasonal
ration, and we remember that there are hints of such blocks
in other places. Indeed we may guess that a block of five
“ trip le ts ” (fifteen structures), which seems to underlie the
confusion of the central “ structural ” sector, was an adapta
tion of this rule to the conditions of building by “ trip lets.”
W e m ight find that our study of stones and “ Sim psonBirley rules ” was telling us “ how long it took to build the
W a ll.”
W e can start with the twenty-four “ curtain ” ration of
leg. xx from T yneside to 11b, which should represent one
and a half seasons’ work, and it will be worth while now
to study its epigraphy. T he proxim ity of Benwell fort
m akes certainty perhaps impossible, where exact provenB
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ances are not to hand. Nevertheless it does seem that there
is a curious anom aly just here. W hile the centurion
H erennianus, who seems to recur in a leg. xx context,58
reinforces the “ Sim pson-Birley ” doctrine for leg. x x ’s
activity in the “ length ” 6a/7b, there are stones of leg. ii,
which it is difficult to regard as all “ ^carried ” from Benwell
fort and not from contiguous W all “ cu rtain s.” 59 But this
curiosity occurs at one of the most curious sectors of the
W all, that pf the so-called “ L ong M ile.” Y et the words
are really a misnom er. In tru th we can only say that the
“ curtains ” 7a/7b and 7b/8 are “ lo n g .” It is a long “ halflen g th ,” 60 and it would be most attractive to see some
cohorts of leg. ii “ assisting ” by building on either side of
T7b (which comes, in fact, exactly in the middle of leg. x x ’s
twenty-four “ c u rta in ” block); each cohort naturally
“ signing ” always with its legion,61 so that the inspecting
officers shall make no m istake.62
In the first full season, then, leg. xx and leg. ii will each
construct a seasonal ration of sixteen structures ( T 6 b /T n b
inclusive for one, M C12/M C17 inclusive for the other)
and sixteen “ c u rta in s ” (6a to 11b and 11b to 17 respec
tively). T he epigraphic record is slight and not very help
ful. A part from the stones at the junction point already
discussed, a coh. i “ prim us pilus ” stone from W albottle,
which is difficult to place63 and one of coh. viii which is an
excellent fit,64 complete the tale; for though prom ising
stones have turned up around H arlow H ill, the record is
too vague to be helpful.65 Legions ii and vi are then away
for the half season and leg. vi for the full one. It is a
convenient guess that they were w orking on the T u rf W all,
and there are hints from epigraphy, combined with “ Sim p
son-Birley rules,” if they can be legitim ately applied to
T u rf W all turrets, that leg. ii had a small piece of work
on the T u rf W all which m ight about correspond to half a
season.66
In the next season, leg. ii is now away, probably on the
T u rf W all. For the others we have a full ration, as already
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dem onstrated, of sixteen structures (fifteen normal struc
tures— 17a to 22 inclusive plus the D ere Street gate) and
sixteen “ c u rta in s ” (1 7 /17a to 22/22a) for leg. vi, and for
leg. xx, sixteen structures (22a to 27a), but only eight “ cur
tains ” (22a/22b to 2 ^ /2 5 ) , or half a season’s work. For
epigraphy, we have no centurial stones at all from the
allotm ent of leg. vi, only a cohort stone67 from one of the
middle “ c u rta in s ” of the “ le n g th ” i gbj 2i . T his is a
curious place for coh. ix certainly; nevertheless leg. vi,
which has idiosyncratic ideas for the shape, may have had
idiosyncratic ideas in the placing pf its stones, while a stone
from leg. x x ’s “ curtain ” work is more or less well in place
where we w ant it.68
It m ay be worth m entioning at this point that with
eight “ curtains ” (two “ legionary lengths ” ) finished off by
one legion in a prelim inary half-seaspn, it would take four
complete seasons’ work of two legions to complete the
rem aining 128 “ c u rta in s” (thirty-tw o “ legionary lengths ” )
which makes up the actual total of 136 “ curtains ” between
the Tyneside end and the Irth in g . The fit is so precise
that one is tem pted to see the original “ blue print ” of the
stone construction here, and m ight even guess that the
surveyors m ust have been instructed to adapt the milecastle
intervals to fit the desired num ber of “ c u rta in s ” ; an
attem pt, therefore, is made to reconstruct the “ blue print ”
in A ppendix iii.
But the dislocation wrecked all the planning.
It
occurred, we will remember, in the middle pf the second
season; and while the “ s tru c tu ra l” g ang of leg. xx can
go forw ard to the end of its ration at T27a and during the
next seasons be building, as we shall see them doing, the
structures along with leg. ii, the “ curtain ” gangs are idle
for two seasons— until we meet them again building west
ward from the Irth in g . W h a t can they have been doing?
Is it not a most plausible guess that they were building the
Vallum, in fact that the dislocation occurred just because
of the decision to start the building of the Vallum and
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because its building was given priority in the central
sector over the “ c u rta in s” between the stru ctu res?69 If
then the “ curtain ” g ang of leg. xx for the end of this
half season moves westward as a “ Vallum ” gan g straight
from their stopping point at 24W25 (and we shall see that
such a view gives very pretty results), they should in this
half season get well past T27a w ithout any idea th at there
would ever be a fort there. T h is is what the relation of
Vallum to the complex at T27a (not to call it yet Chesters
fort), as the present state pf knowledge goes, bids us
assum e.70
But the decision to add forts to the W all is on its way,
and the state of affairs at T27a (the end job, we remember,
of leg. x x ’s “ structural g an g ” ) indicates that it was perhaps
taken at the very end of the season. At T27a these changes
of plan really seem to have produced that situation fam iliar
to soldiers— “ O rder, Counter-order, D isorder.” For the
observed facts71 are (1) the W all ditch runs through the
fort, (2) broad foundation and the foundation of a turret
have also been found within it. Therefore the work of the
“ structural g a n g ” antedates the planning of the fort.
(3) T he ends of the side ditches of the fort underlie the
broad foundation on its south (but not its north) side.
Therefore the planning of the fort antedates the work of
the “ structural g a n g .” W hich offends against the law
of contradictions. It truly seems that the decision to build
forts on the W all had produced w hat the soldier calls a
“ fla p ” in the planning staff, so that the structural party
had not been properly briefed. W hile diggers of the fort
ditch were leaving a space (though not actually quite the
right space) for the W all foundation, the structural gang
insisted (until its orders were counterm anded) on running
its foundation forward and constructing a turret. It is
curiously appropriate to see this happening at the end of a
season.
In the next (third complete) season the Vallum builders,
who are very likely to have had the ditch builders under
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their control,72 will be w orking westward and we shall try
presently to estimate their work. They can now include the
“ c u rta in ’’ g angs of two legions, for “ c u rta in ” work, on
the Stone W all at least, is all suspended. T hey pass the
site of C arraw burgh fort in ignorance of its possibility—it
is an afterthought. But at H ousesteads they know that a
fort is planned.73 T he position of the structural builders
is most obscure; we can hope for nothing definite to show
where they started. It is a little rem arkable, however, that
we have a schem atic arrangem ent of “ trip le ts ” between
T36b and T43a—and T36b is under H ousesteads fort. It
would be plausible therefore to make the work start there, at
the beginning of a season, that is, before the decision to
add H ousesteads fort was taken. T he “ triplets ” will then
divide a s : Leg. ii, 2 “ trip le ts ” (-3 7 - and -38 -) and 3
“ trip le ts ” (-41- to -4 3 -); leg. xx, 2 “ triplets ” (-3 9 - and
-40-) and 3 “ triplets ” (-4 4 - to -46-), one season’s work of
“ triplets ” for the two legions. M eanwhile, leg. vi, seconded,
it may be, to finish a job on the western sector, has orders to
build eastward from the Irth in g a little way to join them . It
builds a “ triplet ” -4 8 - and was perhaps m eant to build
the next. Actually, however, leg. xx does it and spoils the
sym m etry. Possibly it was instructed to do it as a make
weight, for it had om itted the building of MC39, at least,
altogether.74 L eg. vi, we may m ention here and now,
makes with this its last appearance on the W all. F'ort
building seems now its m ain concern, and at forts we can
find plenty of evidence for its activities. It is interesting
to note, furtherm ore, that while H ousesteads m ay have been
a slight afterthought, G reat Chesters was not thought of at
all. N ot only does leg. ii erect its milecastle there, but
there is evidence that it was lived in .75
In the next (fourth complete) season, the Vallum
builders can reach the Irth in g to become “ c u rta in ”
builders in due course. But since only leg. xx actually
appears at first, it is likely that the Vallum builders of
leg. ii were “ s h e d ” for other work. A nd the structural
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builders of leg. ii will soon follow them , for they merely
(in the same fashion as leg. vi the season before) build a
pair of “ triplets ” west from Chesters fort (-2 8 - and -29-)
leaving seven “ trip le ts ” (-3 0 - to -36-) for leg. xx. It is
a big ration for a season, but here too there is evidence
that certain structures may have been om itted.76 M ore
over, if we are right (a) in placing the ditch diggers under
control of the Vallum gangs, (b) in assigning the east end
of the “ trip le t” sector to its second season, we can see
how the “ stru c tu ra l” gangs m ust be building foundation
back between the Vallum and the ditch. W e can under
stand how in the Lim estone C orner sector, they were
“ p in c h e d ” between them , as M aclauchlan long ago ob
served, so “ pinched ” that turret 30a could not be put in the
right place at a ll.77
A nd there is som ething to be said about these Vallum
builders. W e supposed that, when the Vallum was given
priority over the “ cu rtain s,” they were taken off the “ cur
tains ” between MC25 and the Irth in g . Now this distance
is approxim ately 2 i f E nglish or alm ost exactly 23J Rom an
miles, and this figure would divide up excellently in this
fashion :
“ legionary lengths"
10
5

^ season for leg. xx
1 season for leg. ii and
leg. xx
1 season for leg. xx

3J miles
13J miles
6§ miles
23^ miles

T he fit is surely rem arkable and seems to prepare us for
“ c u rta in s ” and “ legionary le n g th s ” in the Vallum too.
A Vallum “ curtain eq u iv a len t” for a cohort would then
am ount to 809 E nglish feet
of a R om an mile) and a
“ century eq u iv alen t” to 134 ft. 10 in. E nglish m easure.
Now Sim pson observed that in this central sector, “ the
average distance from centre to centre pf 50 consecutive gaps
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is . . . 135 E nglish feet,” the gaps being laid out, he
thought, rather casually, but on the general basis of thirtysix to the Rom an mile, which was taken as the surveyor’s
u n it.78 One is much tem pted to develop a suggestion of
E . B. B irley79 and suppose outright that the gaps in this
sector were set out on the old positions of Vallum stones.
But this cannot be so in every sector, for R ichm ond’s cal
culations80 at W est D enton hint that the distance between
stones there was not 277/9 R om an paces (which is the
equivalent of 36 gaps to the mile or 135 E nglish feet), but
30. One m ight guess that in sectors of the Vallum
later constructed, the builders found a round figure of
30 paces easier to work with, while the gap cutters,
with the milecastle and turret succession of the W all
close by to guide them, continued to cut at 36 to the
mile, even cutting at “ lo n g ” intervals in the “ long halflen g th .”
It is now time to see the “ curtain ” work to the end.
W e start with a full season (the fifth) of leg. x x ’s “ curtain ”
gang alone, and at the beginning of this season the decision
is taken to narrow the W a ll.81 Next season, we seem to
have leg. ii’s “ curtain g a n g ” back on the job, and the
“ directive” seems to have been to close the gap between
Chesters and Housesteads, for allowing (on our assum ed
C arvoran standards), two “ c u rta in s ” for construction at
each of them, we have just thirty-tw o “ c u rta in s ” (eight
“ legionary lengths ” ) or a season’s work for the “ curtain ”
g an g s of the two legions. W ith the rarity of stones with
good provenances (and even of inscribed stones at all), to
divide the work m ust be speculative. Nevertheless it is con
sistent with the facts as we know them to suppose four
blocks of “ eight cu rtain s,” two alternate ones for each
legion: L eg. xx : Chesters / 29a; and 32/34b. L eg. ii :
2ga/32 and 3 4 b /H o u se ste a d s; work proceeding from east to
west. Moreover, our one term inal stone—of leg. ii—will
be perfectly in place at 34b.82
It is even possible to reconstruct some lengths. A start
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can be made from Chesters, though the provenance records
are desperately confused.
1.
2.
3.
4.
1.
2.
3.
4.

“ Curtains ”
Chesters
Chesters
Chesters /27b
2 7 b /28
28/28a
28a/28b
2 8b /29
2 9 /29a

Cohorts
I
iii
V
VIII
ix
vi
X
i
iii
V
viii
ix
VI
X

Reference Numbers
1
2b
2a
3b
3a
4a
4b
5

6a
7a
8a

6b
7b
8b

Evidence:
(I i) C 604, Flavius Civilis— “ found at Cilurnum ” (LS 134).
(ii) C 669, N a s ............. Bassus— “ in the arbour at Chesters”
(HN 286). Bruce, plainly with a mere lapse of memory, has placed
this stone in the “ Housesteads-Cawfields ” group (LS 212) and
misled Hiibner.
(iii) LS 140, p(rimus p(ilus)— “ found at Cilurnum” (LS l.c.).
There is no reason at all to identify this stone with one of those
seen by Hunter and by no subsequent visitor near Tower Tye
(C 612 a and b).
(2b i and ii) C 598 a and b, Caecilius Proculus— “ in Walls at
Walwick Grange ” (HN 286). Early “ carries ” to this gentleman’s
residence from the fort are reasonable and have, in fact, occurred
(BR 215).
(3a) JRS xi. 237, Sabinus— “ among the stones fallen from
Hadrian’s Wall into the ditch of the fort where it underlies the
W a ll” (JRS l.c.). At the beginning of “ curtain” Chesters/27b,
in fact.
(3b) C 601= EE ix. p. 586, Aelius Aelianus—“ in the arbour at
Chesters ” (HN 286). Hence—at that date—probably from the
fort or its immediate neighbourhood. I distrust Bruce’s “ at Tower
Taye ” (LS 131), which Hiibner follows.
(4a) HN 286, Lousius Suavis—“ this (ad C 600), or a duplicate
of it, still remains at Chesters
identified thus with hesitation by
Hodgson, with confidence by Bruce (LS 130) and Hiibner with
C 600. But Hodgson’s hesitation was right. The careful Horsley
(to say nothing of Hunter) could never have failed to record the
AV ligature (quite clear on this stone) in his draught. All other
early finds from Tower Tye have disappeared (except the suspicious
LS 140) and an early “ carry” thence to Chesters is not really at
all likely. It must be a different stone from the neighbourhood of
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Chesters, so that Lousius Suavius is unique with four stones.
(4b) C 602, Maecilius (?) Ursus—" in walls at Walwick Grange ”
(HN 286). A quite reasonable “ carry ” to a gentleman's residence.
(5) C 597> N a ........... Bassus hastatus prior—“ from Hatheridge,
near Walwick, whereabouts it had been found on the w all” (Brand,
History of Newcastle, i. 609, nc). A long “ carry" anyway, but
actually the nearest ‘' curtain *’.
(8a i) C 600, Lousius Suavis—" built up in the inner wall of
the cottage at Towertay ” (BR 217). Hiibner’s " at Towertay,
h u n t (er ) ” is a falsehood.
(ii) C 599, (centuria) Deliviana [sic]—“ in the face of the Roman
wall about a furlong west from Towertay and near an exploratory
turret” (BR 217) (see below).
(iii) C 605—Liberalis, "lying at the foot of an exploratory turret
near the cottage called Towertay almost half-way between the
forts” (BR 217). From the two drawings this must be identical
with a stone reported by Hunter with the cohort number (Phil.
Trans, xxiii (no. 278, a.d. 1702), 1132) : " between which ” [Carrow]
" and Walwick the Wall has been repaired and fronted with its old
Stones again, upon which I found the inscriptions,” as Horsley in
fact realized (BR 218). Hunter's stones, as Horsley’s provenances
of C 599 and C 600 show, all came from one " repair” around 29a,
whence this stone should have come. His cohort number is clearly
right, for it was confirmed two centuries later by JRS xxviii. 200.
Hiibner does not even mention it.
(8b i) EE iii. 200, Julius Con . . .—found in excavations at
Black Carts Turret (T 29a).
(ii) C 603, Junius Rufus—Hunter, as 8a iii. Hiibner’s "Ches
ters ” is foolishness.

Now that the evidence of provenance has been cleaned
from the grim e of later negligence, the “ le n g th s ” are seen
to be most interesting. In the first, we have two identical
stones (2b i and ii) both of the end century of the cohort,
an offence against the strict Birley principles for “ sign
in g .” B ut our ascription of them to a “ c u rta in ” con
taining one half of Chesters" fort explains the anom aly
sim ply. It would be sensible to “ q u a rte r” the ram parts
of a fort, so that each quarter was treated as a “ halfcurtain ” to be built by all the centuries of the cohort; in
this way every century would put up two identical stones.
M ore interesting is the second “ le n g th ” (28/29a). W e
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seem to learn not only that both “ c o h o rts” engaged on
the final “ curtain ” signed at the far (west) end of it (8a, iii
and 8b i), as we found elsewhere from the evidence of
E E ix. 1166 and 1167, but that one cohort, though having
two ends, may produce more than two signatures, another
offence against Birley principles (8a, i-iii). T his would be
easier to interpret if we could be more certain of the proven
ances. (8a iii) should come from T2ga, but the record of
(8a ii) is inconsistent. T h u s Turret 29a is actually not
“ about a furlong ” but more than four furlongs west from
Tower Tye cottages. B ut Tow er Tye milecastle (MC29) is
little more than “ a furlong ” away and it looks as though
H orsley’s notes have used the wrong term inus technicus.
In that case each cohort m ust have signed in this sector at
least twice at each end of the ‘‘ c u rta in .” It is sim plest to
suppose that the W all was here divided not vertically but
horizontally between the centuries (see diagram ), a point
that gives significance to the fact that an end stone of cohort
i on the first “ curtain ” gives not the first century of the
cohort (prim us pilus) or the last, but the fourth (out of five)
“ hastatus p r io r ” (no. 5). Stones such as E E ix. 1206
(44b/43a) apparently startin g a “ le n g th ” not with the
prim us pilus century may be parallels.
F u rth er on, p(rimus) p(ilus) stones lead off satisfac
to rily,83 but there is little useful for miles, save that Avidius
R ufus from the “ le n g th ” 31^/33 strengthens our view
that legion xx was the builder.84 T he next length, how
ever, of leg. xx, com ing up to the term inal stone allows us
a chance at some restoration.
" Curtains '*
Reference Numbers
Cohorts
1
i
1. 33a/33b
?
p
2b
2a
2 - 33b / 34
?
?
3. 34/34a
3b
3a
4b
4a
vl
*??
4 . 3 4 a / 34b
Evidence:
(1) EE ix. 1176, Terentius Cantaber—found by Haverfield him
self “ driving along the highroad near Sewingshields [i.e. Grindon]
schoolhouse ” (PSAN2 v. 188), a miserably vague record. But a
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“ carry ” to “ Wade’s Road ” any distance west of where the road
leaves the Wall is most improbable.
(4a i) C 625—Caecilius Proculus—found at the same time as the
terminal stone (see n .82) (HN 287).
(ii) C 626—Pr . . . .—as the last (HN 287).
(4b) C 631—Gellius Philippus (without cohort number)—at
Sewingshields. Its own position and that of its duplicate (“ curtain ”
42/41b?) support the idea of an end cohort.

Moreover, Caecilius Proculus and Gellius P hilippus
seem both to “ infect ” it with the leg. xx characteristic.
A full (the seventh) season (sixteen “ curtains ” ) for leg.
xx and, as has been explained, a half-season for leg. ii with
the “ truncated le n g th s ,, already investigated will close
the “ ho le,” H ousesteads/44b, if the G reat C hesters/43a
“ c u rta in ” is om itted. Moreover, when we see that the
eastern block “ sandw iching ” the “ truncated length ” be
gins from the east and the western from the west, we may
have an explanation for the reduced cohort allocations
observable in the Great C h esters/4 ib “ len g th .” It may
be that for this special job, the legion split into two, so that
each cohort worked with only three centuries, in this way
filling the “ h o le ” from both ends at once.85
Finally a partial season will fill the last “ h o le ” east
of Chesters in two blocks of four, somewhat in this m anner :
L eg . x x
" Curtains ”

1.
2.
3.
4.

Chesters/27
Bridge
2 7 /26b
26b/26a

1.
2.
3.
4.

26a/26
26/25b
25b/25a
25a/25

Cohorts

Reference Numbers

i
p
?
p

1

2a

2b

IX

3a

X

4a

3b
4b

L eg . ii
i
?
?

viii

in
?
X

5

6a
7a
8a

6b
7b

8b

Evidence :
(3a) EE vii. 1022, Pau(lius ?) Aper— 'r<within 30 yards of
turret” [26b] (A A 3 ix. 23).
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(6b) C 567— (centuria) Volusia (cf. C 841)—“ near St. Oswald’s
Chapel” (Camden, ed. Gough2 iii. 510).
(8a) C 569, Caecilius Clemens—in farm at Hill Head [i.e. virtually
at 25a] (.Handbook10 73).

Moreover, the term inal stone of leg. ii86 can come at
T26a to rem ind us that another legion m ust be considered.
M eanwhile, there are forts87 and Vallum (with auxiliary
assistance at both),88 there are unfinished structures, for the
free gangs and perhaps a great deal more : but the actual
“ c u rta in ’* work has now all been explained, save one
“ curtain ” —and one phrase in the narrative; “ if the Great
C hesters/43a ‘ c u rta in ’ is om itted.” B ut by w hat rig h t?
If pur scheme dem ands it, the worse it seems for the
scheme. Y et it is a very curious “ curtain ” —exactly where
we find the “ n a rro w ” W all behind the Broad Founda
tion.89 M ay not the explanation be that since Great
Chesters was, as we know, an afterth o u g h t,90 not only it
but an adjacent “ curtain ” was assigned to other builders
than the regular “ curtain ” g a n g s? A nd perhaps we can
say more. T here is evidence that leg. vi was quarrying in
the vicinity,91 and we know that this legion had individual
ideas about foundation, for we see that it alone builds to
standard B. M ay it not be that it disliked the foundation laid
by leg. ii and determ ined to do the th ing in its own way ?
It would be truly delightful if, approaching the m atter by
such a devious and unexpected route, we found that we
were led to a solution of this fam ous difficulty.
Tw o stones have been emended, two provenances re
jected, and all the stones too are accounted for—save one :
L eg. xx.v.v/coh. iv from H eddon.92 T here is hope that
the theory is strong enough to cut a Gordian knot. It may
be a long “ carry ” from R udchester.93 But there may be
another explanation. W hen cohorts i, ii and iii are away
“ curtain ” building, coh. iv becomes the senior cohort and
would thus be an end cohort in Vallum signatures. P er
haps this stone, if the truth were known, is really one of the
first Vallum stones to appear.94
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A scheme is here, in fact, proposed for the W all as
originally constructed. There is the W allsend extension,
there is the gradual substitution of stone for turf in the
western sector, but I shall not speak of them here. Records
are scarce, different principles are clearly involved95—and
som ething m ust be left for a future H orsley lecturer. A nd
it is with H orsley’s nam e that the paper shall close.96 W ith
its concentration on “ le n g th s ” and cohort num bers with
its postulate of legions m oving in leap-frog fashion, the
scheme advanced has a kin with H orsley’s own. More
over, as my “ E v id en ce” and my notes show, it is H orsley
again and again who, with exact recording, clinches a
point. H e can hardly have realized that it would m atter
that he had seen a stone in “ a barn on the west side of the
T ipalt B u rn ,” but he was a scientist and he set the record
down. In his great book he has given us a lesson in
scientific m ethod for all time, which we m ust not forget
to-day.
appendix

1.

T he Census of Cohort Stones. The stones are assigned
to that “ Legionary le n g th ” to which their provenance
makes them most probably ascribable. C enturial stones
“ signed ” without num ber are included as further examples
of the cohort num ber if they are recorded elsewhere with
it. Centurial stones merely attributed to cohorts by infer
ence are om itted. T he group of stones with Benw ell/
D enton H all provenance is treated separately :
Cohort i: EE ix. 1168 (n b /1 3 ); C 604 (Chesters/28); C 669 (Ches
ters/28); C 597 (28/29a); EE ix. 1176 (33a/34b?); LS 211 (Housesteads/39a); C 667 (Housesteads / 39a); JRS xxxvii. 179 (41b/Great
Chesters); EE ix. 1206=AA^ ii. 90 (43/44b); C 668 (Carvoran/ 46b);
EE ix. 1207 (46b/48); EE vii. 1074 (48 / Irthing?); add Julius
Candidus (cf. C 667 and JRS xxxvii. 179); JRS xi. 237 (Housesteads/38), and five examples of (centuria) p(rimi) p(ili)—C 534
(9/ 10a?); LS 140 (Chesters/28); C 612 a and b (29a/30b?); JRS xix.
215 (440a/39a).
40b
18 examples.
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Cohort ii: EE vii. 1058 [emended by me from “ h i ” ] (44^46);
JRS xvii. 212 (Carvoran/ 46b); EE vii. 1076 (46b/48).
2-f-i? examples.
Cohort iii: C 547 (15b /17); C 567 (25/26a); C 670 (Housesteads / 42);
EE ix. 1190 (4ib/Great Chesters); EE ix. 1204 = JRS xv. 249
(43a/44b); EE vii. 1070 (44b/46); JRS xxx. 184 (44b/46); EE vii.
1069 (Carvoran/ 46b); EE iv. 686=JRS xvii. 218 = JRS xxxi. 144
(46b/48); JRS xxx. 184 (48/Irthing); add Claudius Augustanus (cf.
EE vii. 1069; EE iv. 686—JRS xvii. 2 i8 = x x x i. 144), JRS xxx,
i S3 =/RSxxxi. 144 (44W46).
„ examples.
Cohort iv: C 523 (Vallum?); C 52ib = /i?S xvii. 218 (Benwell);
EE vii. 1010 (Newburn, perh. Benwell); EE vii. i o n =JRS xvi.
243 (Rudchester).
i example +3 from forts constructed subsequent to the passage
of the “ curtain ” gangs.
Cohort v: C 598a and b (Chesters / 28); C 625 (33a/34b); C 626 = A A 4
ii- 89 (33a / 34t>); JRS xxviii. 200 (41b/Great Chesters); EE ix. 1202
(43a/44b); C 778 (44b/46); EE vii. 1059 (44b/46); add Valerius
Maximus (cf. C 778), C 737 (41b/Great Chesters) [Valerius Maximus,
C 685 (Housesteads/ 42) need not belong to the same legion] and
Sentius Priscus (cf. C 490), C 787 (Carvoran / 46b).
10 examples.
Cohort vi: C 568 (23^25?); HN 286 (Chesters/28?); C 599 (28/29a);
C 600 (28/29a); C 605 (28/29a); /i?S xxv. 224 (41b/Great Chesters);
/i?S xxviii. 200 (41b/Great Chesters); £ £ vii. 1077 (46b/48); /i?S
xvii. 213 (48/Irthing); add Lousius Suavis (cf. HN 286; C 600 and
JRS xvii. 213), C 680 (41b/Great Chesters) and probably Cassius
Priscus
(cf.C 849), C 551 (14a/ i 5b?).
„ examples.
Cohort vii: DTJJ xxix. 29 (^4oa/4ib); C 671 (?39a/41b); C 735
40b
(43a/44b)—the last perhaps misread.
2 4 1 examples.
Cohort viii: EE ix. 1167 (io a /n b ); C 548 (1 3 /14a); C 569 (25/26a);
/i?S xi. 237 (Chesters/ 28); C 672 (Housesteads/ 42); C 673 (House
steads/42); C 673 (Housesteads/ 42); C 674 (Housesteads/ 42);
ix.
1205 (43a/44b); EE iv. 685= EE ix. p. 598 (44^46?); add Valerius
Verus (cf. C $02e=AA4 ii. 91), C 738 (43a/44b) and C 790 (46^48).
11 examples.
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Cohort ix: JRS xxviii. 200 (i9 b /2 i); EE vii. 1022 (26a/Chesters);
C b o i —EE ix. p. 586 (Chesters/28); JRS xix. 215 (4ib/Great
Chesters).
4 examples.
Cohort x: EE ix. 1167 (io a /n b ); C 525 (14a/15b?); C 602 (Ches
ters/28?); C 603 (28/29a); EE iii. 200 (28/29a); EE ix. 1387
(44b/46); C 779 (Carvoran/ 46b); add Julius Florentinus (cf. EE ix.
3:387); JRS xxviii. 199 (41b/Great Chesters), and Vesuvius Rufus
(cf. C $02i=JRS xv. 249), EE ix. 1208 (48/Irthing).
9 examples.

The following stones of leg. ii have been reported from
Benwell and D enton H all :
Cohort i, C 518; Cohort ii, C 519; Cohort viii, C 520 and C 521a;
Cohort x, C 522.

T he following cohort “ s ig n a tu re s ” lack exact proven
ance records :
Cohort iii—JRS xv. 249; cohort iv—C 502d; cohort v—C 526—JRS
xv. 249; cohort viii—C 502c —A A 4 ii. 91; C 718; cohort x—C
502f —JRS xv. 249; (centuria) p(rimi) p(iii)—C 502b
APPENDIX II.

THE CENTURIONS.
Their Legions and Cohorts.
(Only ascriptions which are reasonably certain are included.)
le g .

11

Coh. iii—
Volusius

25/26a

C 567 (cf. C 841)

Coh. vi—
Cassius Priscus?

14a/15b

C 551 (cf. C 849)

Coh. vii—
Pompeius

39a/41b

C

Coh. viii—
Caecilius Clemens
Cohorts unknown—
Hostius Lupus
Tullius
Turrianius Priscus

(i) 25/26a
Cii) unknown
13/14a?
Vallum
15b/17

671

C 569
C 718
C 552
JRS xxvii. 248
C 553
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Valerius Flavus

JRS xxv. 224
JRS xxvii. 248 (cf.
C n o, Caerleon)
C 554
C 555
C 613
C 611—the nearest “ curtain' for
1385 for the family.

(i) Vallum
(ii) Vallum

Voconius Co(nstans?) i3/i4a?
Eumanes
13 /14a?
P. Serenus
29a/30b
Perhaps Pompeius Rufus 25/26a?
the “ carry," and cf. C 671 and ILS
LEG. VI

No centurions known.
leg.

xx

Coh. i—
Flavius Civilis
Flavius Claudianus

C 604
EE ix. i2o6 = AA4,
ii. 90
Julius Candidus
(i) Housesteads/39a
C 667
(ii) Housesteads / 38
JRS xi. 237
(iii) 41b/Great Chesters JRS xxxvii. 178
N a(s..........) Bassus
(i) Chesters/28
C 669
(ii) 28/29a
C 597
Olc(atiusP) Libo
(i) Housesteads / 39a
LS 211
(ii) Carvoran/46a
C 668
Opsilius
48/Irthing?
EE vii. 1074
Terentius Cantaber
33a/34b
EE ix. 1176
(cf. Terentius Magnus, below, and EE vii. 880 (Chesters), for the family.)
Libanus
46b/48
EE ix. 1207
Coh. ii—
Laetinius
Coh. iii
PAvidius Rufus

Chesters/28
44b/43

46b /48

EE vii. 1076

EE ix. 1169a
C 629
JRS xxx. 183 —ib.
Claudius Augustanus
xxxi. 144
EE vii. 1069
(ii) Carvoran/46b
EE iv. 686 = JRS
(iii) 46b/48
xvii.
218 =ib.
xxxi. 144
(cf. C 1268= JRS xxxi. 145 (Chester).)
Ferronius Vegetus
(i) 446/46
JRS xxx. 184
(ii) 48/Irthing
JRS xxx. 184
(cf. EE vii. 881 =JRS xxx. 184 (Chester).)
Senilis
43a/44b
EE ix. 1204 =JRS
xv. 249
Socellius
(i) 41b/Great Chesters EE ix. 1190
(ii) 446/46
EE vii. 1070

Coh.iv—
Liburnius Fronto
Terentius Magnus

(i) 7b / 9
(“) 32/ 33a
(i) 44b/46

Newburn (PBenwell)
Newburn (PBenwell)

EE vii.1010
EE vii. 1010
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Coh. v—
Caecilius Proculus
Julius Vale (ns?)
Pr . . . ax
Sentius Priscus
Sextius Proculus
Valerius Maximus
Ostorianus
Coh. vi—
Caledonius Secundus
Lousius Suavis

PMunatius Maximus
Statius Solon
Delivius [sic]
Liberalis
Coh. viii—
Valerius Verus
Sabinus
Seccius
Coh. ix—
Aelius Aelianus
Flavius Noricus
(cf. below)
Pau(lius) Aper
Coh. x—
Flavius Noricus
(cf. above)
PGellius Philippus
Julius Con . . .
Julius Florentinus
Junius Rufus
Maecilius (?) Ursus
Vesuvius Rufus
Cohorts unknown—
Cocceius Regulus
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(i) and (ii) Chesters/28 C 598 a and b
C 625
(iii) 33a / 34b
EE vii. 1059
44b/46
C 626 = AA* ii. 89
33a/34b
C 787 (cf. C 490)
Carvoran / 46b
EE ix. 1202
43a/44b
(i) 41b/Great Chesters c 737
C 778
(ii) 44b/ 4b
JRS xxviii. 200
41b / Great Chesters
(i) 41b/Great Chesters
(ii) 46b/48
(i) Chesters/28?
(ii) 28/29a
(iii) 41b/ Great Chesters
(iv) 48/Irthing
(i) 44b/46
(ii) Carvoran/46b
23b/25?
28/29a
(i) 28/29a
(ii) 41b/Great Chesters

JRS xxv. 224
EE vii. 1077
HN 286
C 600
C 680
JRS xvii. 213
c 785
C 786
C 568
c 599
C 605
JRS xxviii. 200

(i) 43a / 44b
(ii) 46b/48
(iii) unknown
Chesters/28
(i) 43a / 44b
(ii) 44b/46?

c 738

C 790
C 502e=AA4, ii. 91
JRS xi. 237
EE ix. 1205
EE iv. 685 —EE ix.
P- 598

Chesters/28
41/b Great Chesters

C 601 =EE ix. p. 586
JRS xix. 215

26a / Chesters

EE vii. 1022

Carvoran / 46b

C 779

(i) 33a / 34b
(ii) 41b/Great Chesters
28/29a
(i) 41b/Great Chesters
(ii) 44b/4b
28/29a
Chesters / 28 ?
(i) 48/Irthing
(ii) unknown

C 631
EE ix. 1187
EE iii. 200
JRS xxviii. 199
EE ix. 1387
C 603
C 602
EE ix. 1208
C 502f=/RS xv.
249

(i) Housesteads/39a

C 675 = JRS xvi.

(ii) 48/Irthing

E E vii. 1075

243

C
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Marius Dexter

Halton Chesters fort
9/ ioa
(i) and (ii) 6a/7b?
(iii) io a /n b
(i) 43a/44b

Romuleius Justus
Car(inusP)

(ii) 44b/46
41b/Great Chesters
9/ ioa

Hortensius Proculus
Julius Proculus
Julius Rufus

Herrenianus
Justianus
Maximus
Mucienus
Victorinus

(i) 6a/7b
(ii) ?Carvoran / 46b
9 / ioa
41b/Great Chesters
9/ ioa
41b/Great Chesters

C 566
EE ix. 1169b
C 530 b and c
C 530a
C 736= JRS xxx.
184
JRS xxx. 183
EE ix. 1189
EE vii. 1044=EE
ix. 1170
C 529

c 783
c 531

EE ix. 1188
c 532

EE vii. 1051

SUMMARY.
It will be helpful to set down the m ain points of the
argum ent, for even knowledgeable students may be failing
to see the wood for the trees. I shall attem pt a continuous
dem onstration, incorporating hard fact and guess-work, for
the foundations of the statem ents can be checked from the
main narrative.
H a d ria n ’s W all was planned in stone from Newcastle
bridgehead (later the L ort B urn m outh, the change produc
ing the “ long half-length ” ) to the Irth in g , in turf to the
Solway with milecastles and tu rre ts ; a Vallum was intended
from the beginning. T he line was surveyed for 136 “ cur
ta in s ” in the stone and 96 in the turf sector, each cor
responding to one-third of a R om an mile, and an equal
num ber of structures. T he general plan was for two legions
to build 16 “ c u rta in s ” and structures each of stone per
season, and a th ird legion 32 of turf. Then the legions as
freed construct the V allum . T he whole is tim ed for 5J
seasons. In the stone sector, the legions divide into gangs,
three cohorts for a “ structure and fo u n d atio n ” and the
other seven (including the double cohort) for a “ curtain
g a n g .” T he “ legionary le n g th ” consists of four struc
tures and four “ c u rta in s ” ( i j R om an miles).
T h e sim ple scheme was dislocated by changes of plan.
T he first was sim ply an alteration of priorities. As the
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work approached the crags, work on the 4‘ c u rta in s ’’ was
postponed in favour of the Vallum , their builders being
instructed to take it forw ard to the Irth in g . T he next
change was the decision to add forts, as a result of which
the plans were still further dislocated, to produce the
“ holes, ” “ truncated le n g th s,” etc., studied in the main
narrative. M eanwhile it had been decided to replace turf
by stone at least as far west as lime for m ortar was available
(MC53), and to build in “ narrow ” —an experim ent which
seems to have inspired the planners to build all uncom pleted
“ c u rta in s ” in “ narrow .” A nd the line is sim ilarly ex
tended eastw ards in “ n a rro w ” to W allsend. M eanwhile
the am ount of “ f r e e ” legionary time revealed by the
L abour C harts seems tp hint th at a start, at least, had been
m ade in replacing turf by stone to a “ m ixed ” gauge, even
where lime was not to hand.
T he W all is now complete in stone, 80 R om an miles
long, with Vallum and forts. A s realized, it has taken at
least eight full seasons to build.
NOTES.
1 I acknowledge the assistance of E. B. Birley, P. Corder, T. Hepple,
Dr. I. A. Richmond, F. Rutherford and R. P. Wright, who have kindly
answered queries.
2 The following abbreviations are used in the notes:
AA1’2’3’4
Archceologia Aeliana, ist, 2nd, 3rd and 4th series.
BR
Britannia Romana by John Horsley (1732).
C
Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum, vol. vii, ed. E. Hiibner.
CW1’2
Transactions of the Cumberland and Westmorland Anti
quarian and Archceological Society, old and new series.
EE
Ephemeris Epigraphica.
Handbook Handbook to the Roman Wall by J. Collingwood Bruce,
various editions, especially ed. 10, revised by Dr. I. A.
Richmond.
HN
History of Northumberland, pt. 2, vol. iii, by Rev. T.
Hodgson (1840).
JRS
Journal of Roman Studies.
LS
Lapidarium Septentrionale.
NCH
Northumberland County History.
PSANb2,3,4 Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of Newcastle upon
Tyne, ist, 2nd, 3rd and 4th series.
Wall1*2’3
The Roman Wall by J. Collingwood Bruce, ist, 2nd and 3rd
editions.
3 BR 127.n^, where he quotes Vegetius iii. 8 (‘ singulae centuriae
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accipiunt pedaturas ” ) to excellent effect. The term " centurial stone,"
indeed, is his, as is its (formally incorrect) extension to cohort and
legionary records, which is adopted here.
4 AA 2 ix. 22-39.
5 BR 127-30.
6 Hodgson, as might be expected, comes up to Horsley’s standard.
But Hiibner is shamefully careless and negligent, as will be seen.
7 AA4 xvi. 219-36, esp. 224-6. Birley, as he acknowledges, builds on
suggestions advanced by R. G. Collingwood, AA4 ii. 86 and CW2 xxviii.
3^6 .
8 Actually it is not always as simple as this, as we shall see.
9 The exact position of ‘‘ farmhouse carries '' is nevertheless well
worth establishing, as will be seen. For no hypothesis has any right to
suppose them very long.
10 CW2 xi. 398, 406-8.
11 Mr. Simpson's scheme posited an inward projection, but exploration
at MC9 (NCI1 xiii. 532) and 34 (not yet published) suggests that this is
not a constant feature.
12 The principle is developed for legions ii and xx with-references in
AA 1 xiii. 266-8. MC50 SW of type (C) has an inscription of leg. vi (C
842 = EE vii. 1073). Nepos’s name is absent, but so it is on leg. xx's
stone, C 835.
13 They may have been in the sector MC49SW/51SW, for a stone of
leg. vi, EE ix. 1389, was found at T^oaSW (CW2 xiii. 333). See below, p. 41.
14AA4 xvi. 227, n14.
15 There is a hint that leg. ii turret builders may have been scamping
their work as time went on so that their latest erected turrets might
have walls as narrow as leg. xx's. But the distinction seems valid, as
so far verifiable.
16 Handbook10, 15-17.
17 But the position of the door does vary—T52a (CW2 xxxiv. 148)
and T53a (ib. xxxiii. 262) to E, T54a (ib. xxxiv. 138) to W. This clue
may be worth following up, and I have touched on it, p. 41.
18 Handbook10, 15. I prefer, however, to agree with Birley (AA4 xvi.
228) that the presence or absence of outcropping rock is the decisive
factor.
19 NCH xiii. 533.
20 AA4 viii. 322.
21 EE ix. 1166 and 1167—“ septem vel octo m.p. ab Newcastle
occidentem versus."
22 For the complete record see Appendix i.
23 AA4 ix. 256.
24 ib. 257.
25 C 545, of leg. ii—" at Welton-hall, and which had lately been
dug out of the ruins of the opposite castellum of the murus (i.e. MC17) "
(HN 283) would be admirably in place as a terminal stone, but I am
not sure that it is not really an early milecastle slab, perhaps erected
before the arrival of Nepos.
26 AA4 ix. 256, placed correctly in Handbook10 (copying ib.9) 64,
incorrectly, 217.
27 NCH xiii. 537, which seems to need this readjustment now that
forts are known to be additions. See also below.
28 EE ix. 1168. The full spelling of coh. [p]rim(a) seems unique.
29 At MC33 (AA4 xiii. 262) and MC37 (*&. xi. 118).
30 Notebook of Mr. T. Hepple, who worked on the location of struc
tures in this sector and has kindly put it at my disposal.
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31 Hepple MS. The results are summarized in AA4 viii. 317. For
T26b see AA2 ix. 234; AA3 ix. 56, 70; AA4 viii. 311.
32 I am compelled to reject the provenance—“ near the second milliary castellum west from Portgate ” (BR 215)—of C 565 of leg. vi.
Horsley saw a stone at this place in situ (C 568), but C 565 had already
gone to Beaufront. So the provenance record is only second-hand. It
is possibly from MC22 or the Dere Street passage; as with C 545 (cf.
n25), I am doubtful of a terminal stone.
33 JRS xxxvi. 134.
34 C 562a—“ near Brunton ” (Brand, History of Newcastle, i. 609).
35 C 567 (centuria) Volusiana—“ near St. Oswald’s Chapel’’ [i.e.
nr. 25b] (Camden’s Britannia, ed. Gough,2 iii. 510), assuming it is
identical with (centuria) Volusia of leg. ii (C 841).
36 It has been found by excavation west of MC22 (AA4 viii. 317);
Lingard seems to have seen it with later reconstruction near MC23
(AA4 vi. 146), and Hill (cf. AA4 x. 55) reproduced by Warburton
(Valium Romanum, map), the same “ otn Wall Fell, near St. Oswalds’’
[i.e. nr. MC25] .
37 CW2 xi. 401; xxvi. 431.
38 It appears not only around MC17 but at MC22 (AA4 viii.
319).
39 “ Surface examination’’ enables discrimination between long
and “ short ’’ axis with some probability. It cannot thus decide between
attribution to. leg. xx or leg. vi. . But leg. vi seems nowhere present
except at the Irthing, so “ long axis ’’ is assigned to leg. xx. CES 1946,
1947 refer to my own excavations for the Durham University Excavation
Committee, partially summarized in JRS xxxvii. 168.
40 Surface examination must be very imperfect here, but “ short
axis ’’ seemed far more probable than Bruce’s dimensions (Wall2 163—
omitted in Wall3).
41 The door is actually to W., but the turret’s relation to the Wall is
unique.
42 Simpson marks door to E. in the plan of this exceptional turret
which is not bonded in to the Wall (cf. AA4 xvi. 270).
43 Spence’s etching seems to show a door jamb to E.
44 The S. wall has actually disappeared.
45 The provenance record of EE vii. 1074 feoh. i (centuria) Opsili) is
very troublesome. Haverfield’s “ Over Denton a. 1883 rep., nunc in
hortis rectorum’’ is quite misleading. Over Denton rectory is what
we now call Gilsland rectory. Bruce’s original record was “ In the
Vicarage grounds, the residence of the Rev. A. Wright, the Vicar of
Over Denton . . . we meet with an interesting portion of Wall. He
has carefully excavated it in the vicinity of his parsonage and in so doing
discovered the centurial stone’’ (Handbook2 (1884) 180, repeated i b 3
194). But Robert Blair (Handbook4 194, repeated substantially in all
later editions) made Bruce’s language more precise by assigning it to
the famous stretch of Wall “ in the vicarage garden.” This would mean
“ curtain ” 48a/48 and would be a difficult obstacle, I confess at once,
to my theory. But I cannot feel that Blair was justified. Wright
showed two centurial inscriptions to the Pilgrims of 1885 as both “ found
in the course of recent excavations ” (PSAN2 ii. 215). One is presum
ably this one, but the other is certainly EE vii. 1077 “ found in a field
wall between Gap and Chapel House ” (AA2 xi. 121). Even if Bruce
meant the vicarage garden precisely, Wright’s provenance record does
not seem trustworthy.
46 EE ix. 1387.
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47 R. P. Wright shows (PSAN* ix. 250=JRS xxxi. 143) that building
inscriptions from Carvoran of centurial type date from 136-8 a.d. Never
theless, I guess at an original Hadrianic fort at this key road-junction. Mr.
Birley infers from HN 136, n°, that the fort has been reduced in size at
some time. The spade must decide.
48 EE vii. 881 —JRS xxx. 184; C 1268 =JRS xxxi. 145.
49 Valerius Maximus, centurion from Caerleon (C 113 and JRS xvii.
213) need not worry us. It is a very common name.
60 Marius Dexter (without cohort)—(i) JRS xxx. 183—45/45a “ cur
tain” ; (ii) C j^6—JRS xxx. 184—“ built up in the front wall of the
farm-house, Ollalee ” (LS 292).
51 C 666—“ passing” [i.e. going west from] ” . . . Thorny Doors
amongst . . . the loose stones ” (Wall* 229). Hubner’s “ Caw Gap ” is
negligent copying of Bruce.
52 And we can have Julius Candidus from Chester (JRS xiv. 247) into
the bargain.
53 JRS xi. 237, Julius Candidus (without cohort#number, but cf. C
667 and JRS xxxvii. 179)—“ on the south face of t'he Wall, somewhat
to the west of the fort ” (AA3 xix. 198).
54 C 675=/RS xvi. 243, Cocceius Regulus (cf. EE vii. 1073—“ at
Willowford farmhouse ” (AA2 xi. 121), i.e. “ length” Bridge/48); C 667,
Julius Candidus (cf. “ curtain” 420.142) and LS 211, Ole. Libo (cf.
“ curtain” 46b/46a; Hiibner wrongly identifies the two stones). They
can hardly all come from 41b/42.
55 Durham University Journal xxix. 29 (no centurion's name recorded)
—“ just west of the first big gap past top of Winshields ” [i.e. a little
east of T4ob] (Canon J. T. Fowler’s MS. note in Wallet-Book, 155,
Durham Chapter Library, 172 F17 ap. DUJ l.c.).
56 JRS xix. 215, p(rimus) p(ilus)—“ about 50 yards west of the two
high points on Winshields . . . a little beyond the end of Green Slack ”
[i.e. a little west of 40a] (PSAN4 iv. 173).
57 Therefore presumably C 671, Pon^peius—Housesteads / Cawfields
(LS 214)—belongs to leg. ii.
58 C 529—“ by the highway side near Denton ” (BR 213); cf. 783, if
correctly restored.
59 Of the stones of leg. ii only C 517 (without cohort number) comes
quite certainly from the fort (“ found in trenching this ground,” Brand,
History of Newcastle, i. 606), though C $2ib=JRS xvii. 218 (coh. iv)
may well do so (“ from Condercum,” LS 38). C 518, coh. i (“ found in
the vicinity of Denton Hall, 1869 ”—LS 34) and C 521a, coh. viii (“ East
Denton in a stable wall” (Stukeley, Iter Boreale 64)) ought to! be from
the Wall, as might well be all those “ carried” to Benwell village (C
519, coh. ii and C 522, coh. x (BR xiii and 212)), for early inscriptional
finds from the fort seem to have been kept by the Shaftoes or sent to
Ryton.
6° \y e gajn from such a view. If MC7 was really farther west (where
we could still look for i t !) it would explain why search for it on the theory
of a “ long mile” was unsuccessful (PSAN4 iii. 278). Furthermore,
“ Shafto's Turret” (T6b) would be then correctly placed in respect of
it, for the reason for an alleged abnormally short 6b /7 “ curtain”
advanced in NCH xiii. 528 can no longer stand. And it is actually a
more exact four Roman Miles to MC4 (Pilgrim Street).
61 In considering these two “ long ” “ curtains,” it would be delightful
to assume that the end cohorts of leg. ii, cohorts viii and x assisted with
two centuries at the end of “ curtain” 7a/7b, and its “ starting”
cohorts, i and ii similarly at the beginning of “ curtain” 7b/8. For, of
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course, with only two centuries selected, the double cohort makes no
difference. I have developed this hypothesis on p. 45.
62 C 530 b and c, Julius Rufus (without cohort number)—“ probably
from the Wall, in the vicinity of Denton Hall” (LS 46, 47) should
there belong to an end cohort of leg. xx from ‘‘ curtain ” 7a / 7b, for
then his duplicate, C 530a from Heddon {cf. AA4 vi. 143, n20) will con
veniently come from leg. xx’s last “ curtain,” n a /n b .
63 C 534, (centuria) p.p.—“ discovered by chance in the wall of a
stable at Walbottle” {Trans. Lit. and Phil. Soc. Newcastle, i. 127).
9 /9a or less probably ioa/iob, the correct “ curtains” for our theory,
are both long “ carries,” but Walbottle is a straggly village.
64 C 548—at the Iron Sign. Quite correct for an end cohort in
“ length” 13/14a.
65 Horsley nods for once, “ found and remain hereabouts” and
“ much about the same place ” [Harlow Hill] {BR 214) are below his
standard for C 547 (where Hiibner’s attention has wandered), 551 and
553. C 525—“ found at Harlow Hill ” {LS 55) could come from the
end “ curtain ” 15a/ 15b.
66 JRS xxv. 16 from MC50TW, alleged only to be restorable to leg. ii.
And there is a division between ‘' door to E ” and ' *door to W " which
should come about MC54TW—sixteen “ curtains” west of the Irthing,
see p. 41.
67 JRS xxviii. 200. For provenance see AA* xvi. 220.
68 C 568, coh. vi, Statius Solon—“ near the second milliary castellum
west from Port gate [i.e. MC24] ” {BR 215). From “ curtain ” 24a/24b?
The country is very lonely.
69 This does not mean that the Vallum was necessarily an after
thought (which I doubt), but that it was given top priority over the
Wall “ curtains ” when the construction of these approached the crags
(where they could be postponed). I differ thus from Richmond’s
general picture mainly in positing a plan for original Wall and Vallum
without forts. Chesters must decide between my friend and me!
7° CW2 iv. 240. Haverfield wrongly quotes Maclauchlan {Memoir 32)
for the statement that the Vallum “ diverged from the Wall on each
side of the fort.” His results need checking, of course.
71 Bibliograpfiy in Handbook10 219. Richmond cuts the knot (ib.
82) by assuming “ back weathering” of a ditch cut close up to the
foundation after it was laid. I differ with hesitation from such an
experienced digger, but Simpson’s report does not suggest this to me.
We must look again here, too!
72 Having perhaps controlled them as “ curtain ” builders before.
73 For Carrawburgh and Housesteads see Handbook10 101, 114, 219,
220. There is no need to assume “ disorder ” at Housesteads as at
Chesters, though fort ditches have clearly been cut before the “ cur
tain ” builders arrived. The rebuilding of the n.e. angle-tower in a
more convenient place could be considerably later.
74 All its walls (including the north wall) are “ narrow” (AA4 xiii.
268).
75 JRS xxx. 163.
78 MC36 and perhaps T34a (CES, 1946 and 1947).
77 Memoir 5; AA3 ix. 65.
78 CTF2 xxii. 408.
79AA4 xvi. 234.
80
AA* xiv. 228. With 12 ft. 6 in. wings at milecastles and turrets
given to the “ structural ” gang, the interval for a century in an average
“ curtain ” works out exactly to twenty-seven paces.
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81 Handbook10 164, showing, apparently, the commencement of
“ Broad Wall ” building on the westernmost “ curtain ” before the change
of plan. But it may be simply standard B foundation.
82 C 622—“ much of the wall was last summer taken up, in this
neighbourhood, to build certain farm-offices at Sewing-Shields: . . . a
few centurial stones were discovered ” ([Hodgson], Picture of Newcastle3
(1812) 192, whence presumably LS 161); HN 287 is less precise.
83 C 612a and b, both from Hunter (he,) and therefore likely to come
from this “ curtain.”
84 C 629—“ found at Carraw ” (LS 167; Hiibner wrongly says Carrawburgh). The position of the duplicate, EE ix. 1169a, from the west end
of the “ curtain” 8/8a (the second of the “ length” 7b/9) suits well
enough for the right “ curtain ” here, 32a/32b.
85 This involves supposing reduced cohort allocations in the blocks
44b/Great Chesters and Housesteads/39a. The stones and their records
are insufficient to prove or refute this.
86 C 562a—“ near Brunton ” (Brand, History of Newcastle, i. 609.
Hiibner’s “ on the east bank of the North-Tyne ” is not Brand’s but his
own—and misleading. Brand’s “ Brunton” is clearly High Brunton).
87 Beg. ii—Benwell, C 517 (cf. n59); Halton Chesters, C 562;
Netherby, C 961; Bewcastle, C 979. Leg. vi—Rudchester, C 546; Halton
Chesters, C 564, JRS xxvii. 247; Chesters, EE vii. 1024; Housesteads,
C 665; Great Chesters, C 733 —EE iii. 109 (see below); Birdoswald, C
844; Castlesteads, C 900; Bowness, C 951. Leg. xx—Halton Chesters,
C 566. Stones of coh. iv with legion, ii (C 521b= JRS xvii. 218, Benwell)
and xx (EE vii. 1010 (perhaps a “ carry ” from Benwell but may be
from a fort at Newburn) and without it (EE vii. 1011= JRS xvi. 243,
Rudchester) are in order as former “ structural gang” cohorts “ sign
ing ” at forts.
88 e.g. JRS xxvii. 248 and C 631a, explained AA* xiv. 240.
89 Handbook10 148, 154. Richmond’s explanation is not really in
consistent with my dramatic one! The fort ditch diggers, in fact, knew
nothing of these ideas and have dug up to the broad foundation, ib.
90 If the Wall was begun in a.d . 122, the year of Hadrian's visit,
“ curtain ” work in this sector should date from not earlier than a.d. 128
—and this is just what an inscription at Great Chesters confirms (C 730,
explained in Handbook10 148).
91 C 733 —£ £ iii. 109.
92 C 523. It should be added that C 630 is very probably a “ carry ”
from Housesteads fort, as its formula suggests, it is said to have been
“ found in the grounds of Moss Kennel” (LS 169), which came up very
close to the fort, and ‘*carries ’* from Housesteads to Moss Kennels are
known (AA1 i. 269).
93 C 525 is actually said to be a “ carry” from Harlow Hill to
Heddon (LS 55).
94 C 533^ seems actually the first. The careful provenance record in
Trans. Lit. and Phil. Soc. Newcastle i. 128 makes this plain, as Dr. Cowan
pointed out to me.
95 e.g. coh. iv now signs as a Wall builder apparently; C 848.
96 A tribute must be paid to R. G. Collingwood, without whose
numerical scheme these calculations would have been quite impossible.

LABOUR

CHARTS

FOR

H A D R IA N ’S W A L L .

I. The original “ Blue Print” (though, of course, quite speculative it is introduced to illustrate the terms of the problem). SFG = Structure-and-Foundation Gang; CG=“ Curtain” Gang.

LEG. XX.

2nd Seasoa

3rd Season

122 a.d.?

123 a.d.?

124 a.d.?

LEG. VI.

SFG+CG

SFG-fCG

16 Structures (MC49TW to MC54TW) and
16 “ Curtains ' .Irtiiing/49 to 536/54)
Turf Wall

16 Structures (T8oa to T75a) and
16 “ Curtains ” (Solway/8oa to 75b/75a)
Turf Wall

CG

SFG
1st Season
(Half Season)

LEG. II.

8 Structures
(MC4 to T6a)

8. ‘‘ Curtains '’
(Tyneside/4 to 6 /6a)

16 Structures
(T6b to Tub)

16 “ Curtains”
(6a/6b to n a /n b )

16 Structures
(T22a to T27a)

16 “ Curtains”
(22a/22b to 27a/27b)

SFG

CG

16 Structures
(MC12 to MC17)

16 “ Curtains”
(41b/ 12 to 16b/ 17)

32 Structures (T54a to T64b) and
32 “ Curtains” (54/54a to 64a/64b)
Turf Wall

SFG+CG

SFG

CG

32 Structures MC65TW to MC75TW
(including Stanwix Passage) and
32 “ Curtains” (64b/65 to 75/75a)
Turf Wall

16 Structures
(Ti7a to Dere Street Passage)

16 “ Curtains ”
(17/17a to 22/22a)

SFG

CG

SFG+CG

4th Season

125 a.d.?

16 Structures
(MC33 to MC38)

16 “ Curtains ”
(32/ 33a to 38/ 38a)

16 Structures
(T27b to T32b)

16 “ Curtains”
(27b/ 28 to 326/ 33)

Vallum

5th Season

126 a.d.?

16 Structures
(T43b to T48b)

16 “ Curtains”
(43b/ 44 to 48b/Irthing)

16 Structures
(T38a to T43a)

16 “ Curtains”
(38a/38b to 43a/43b)

Vallum

6th Season

127 a.d.?

csFG+CG

SFG+CG

Vallum

Vallum

Vallum

II. The Wall as actually Constructed.

LEG. XX.

ist Season
(Half Season)

122 a.d. ?

2nd Season

123 a.d.?

3rd Season

124 a.d. ?

LEG. VI.

SFG

CG

SFG-fCG

SFG-fCG

8 Structures
(MC4 to T6a)

8 ‘‘ Curtains ’'
(Tyneside/4 to 6/6a)

PWork on east end of Turf Wall

Turf Wall

16 Structures
(T6b to Tub)

16 “ Curtains”
(6a/6b to n a /iib )

- ........ SFG

CG

16 Structures
(MC12 to MC17)

Turf Wall

16 “ Curtains”
(iib/12 to i6b/i7)

Change of Plan (i) in middle of Season, Vallum given priority over '‘ curtains ’’ in central sector
(ii) at end of Season (?), some forts to be built on line of Wall itself

16 Structures
(T22a to T27a)

(i) 8 “ Curtains *’
(22a/22b to 24b/25)
(ii) 3j miles (10 “ Curtainequivalents ” ) o£ Vallum

,

4th Season

LEG. II.

125 a.d.?

CG

SFG-fCG

SFG

Turf Wall

16 Structures
(Ti7a to Dere Street Passage)

16 “ Curtains”
(17/ 17a to 22/223) .

Change of Plan (?): Decision now taken to substitute stone for turf up to MC53, which produces
the later decision to “ narrow ” the Stone Wall.

5 nominal, 6 actual *' triplets’’
(-39- and --40-, -4 4 - to -47--;)

6 | miles (20 “ Curtainequivalents ”) of Vallum

SFG

CG

5 “ Triplets”
(-37” and-38-, -4 1 - to -44--)

6§ miles (20 “ Curtainequivalents” ) of Vallum

(i) Work on Sector 53/Irthing? ? ? Work on Sector 53/Irthing:
(ii) 4 Structures
(1 Turret (48b) and 1 “ triplet,” -48-)
SFG-fCG

5th Season

126 a.d. ?

5 nominal, 7 actual “ triplets ’
(-3 0 - to -3 6 -)

miles (20 * Curtainequivalents ” ) of Vallum

6f

(i) 2 “ Triplets ”
(—28- and —29—)
(ii) “ Forts, Vallum, etc.”

“ Forts, Vallum, etc.”

“ Forts, Vallum, etc.”

SFG-fCG
6th Season

127 a.d.?

. “ Forts, Vallum, etc.”

“ Forts, Vallum, etc.”

“ Forts, Vallum, etc.”

16 “ Curtains ”
(Irthing/ 48b to 45/.44b)
SFG

CG

“ Forts, Vallum, etc.”

7th Season

128 a.d. ?

“ Forts, Vallum, etc.”

16 “ Curtains”
(Chesters/27b to 29/29a and
32/32a to 34a/34b)

“ Forts, Vallum, etc.”

16 “ Curtains”
(29a/29b to 31a/32 and
34b/35 to Houesteads)

8th Season

129 a.d.?

“ Forts, Vallum, etc.”

16 “ Curtains”
(44b/ 45 to 42/41b and
Housesteads / 37 to 39/39a)

“ Forts, Vallum, etc.”

(i) “ Forts, Vallum, etc.”
(ii) 7 “ Curtains”
(39a / 39b to 41a/41b)

“ Forts, Vallum, etc.''

9th Season
(Half Season)

130 a.d. ?

‘‘ Forts, Vallum, etc.’’

8 “ Curtains”
(Chesters/27 to 26b/26a)

“ Forts, Vallum, etc.”

8 *' Curtains ’'
(26a/26 to 25a/24)

“ Forts, Vallum, etc.”

LABOUR CHARTS FOR HADRIAN’S WALL.

I. The schematic arrangements in the Stone Wall sector as seemingly
planned—136 “ curtains” and structures (i.e. 8J “ legion-seasons”)—
have been noted above, p. 19). If another two “ curtains ” and one turret
west of MC80 (Bowness) down to the Solway are allowed, as the evidence
of the old authorities cited in Handbook10 212 suggests, we have a
schematic figure here too, 96 “ curtains” and 96 structures1 for the
Turf Wall sector from Irthing to Solway. This is divided into three
“ legion-seasons ” of 32 “ curtains ” and structures each, twice as big
a ration in fact as for the Stone Wall sector. In justification of this
guess it should be noted {a) that the east end of the Turf Wall sector
must be early, as the facts at Birdoswald show (Handbook10 173),
(h) that this portion of the Turf Wall sector should be assignable to
leg. ii, if Collingwood’s “ probable” restoration of the wooden tablet is
accepted,2 (c) that, while T53b and those east of it have their doors to
the east, which fits admirably with the restoration of the tablet in
assigning them to leg. ii, T54a begins a set with doors to west, that sug
gests leg. vi, (d) that 16 “ curtains ” from the Irthing brings us appro
priately to MC54TW between them. I assume, therefore, a block of
16 “ curtains ” and structures of Turf Wall assigned to leg. ii westwards
from the Irthing and attribute it to a half-season’s work, the first in
fact, as it seems too small for a whole one.
II. (a) The allocation by seasons as actually carried out is based on
inferences drawn in the general account. It should be noted that Housesteads fort should be an early addition (4th/5th seasons, a . d . 125/126?),
for the Vallum is interrupted but there is a turret site underneath, and
Great Chesters with the ‘‘ curtain ’’ Great Chesters / 43a should date from
the 8 t h season ( a . d . 129?), contemporary with the building of the
adjacent “ curtains” that presuppose it. Carrawburgh should be later
than its adjacent “ curtains” (7th season, a . d . 128), which take no
account of it. The dating of Great Chesters is consistent with the
epigraphic evidence.
(b) It can be calculated from the Chart that some 12J “ legionseasons ” are available for “ Forts, Vallum, etc,” which seems too large
an allowance for them alone. If the scheme is sound, the “ etc.” must
include a substantial part of the rebuilding of the Turf Wall in stone,
though it seems proven that at T54a, at least, this rebuilding was far
from immediate (CIF2 xxxiv. 141).
(c) To give the gangs of leg. vi enough work in the fourth season in
addition to the “ triplet” -48- and T48I), I have assigned to them the
“ narrow ” Wall, Irthing to T52b/MC53SW (cf. CW2 xxxiii. 268; xxxiv.
133, 149) with the necessary structures. It is my last guess and perhaps
a rash one, in view of the “ narrow ” Wall and the turret doors to east,
not west. But the milecastles are all of type iii, one of them (MC50SW)
has an inscription of leg. vi, and there is a seemingly identical inscription
of leg. vi at TsoaSW. Possibly the decision to build a “ narrow ” Wall
in the east followed on a decision to replace turf by “ narrow ” stone up
to MC53, so that leg. vi starts on this job west of the Irthing in “ narrow,”
and it is conceivable that orders were given to imitate the plan of the
superseded turrets in respect of door position, leg. vi abandoning its
idiosyncratic ideas over this.
1For it is legitimate to presume a structure at Stanwix corresponding
to that at the Dere Street Passage.
2 JRS xxv. 16.
3 Mr. Birley has recently made a very strong case for thinking that
leg. ix was still on the strength in Britain when Hadrian’s Wall was
building. Nevertheless, I cannot well fit it into my charts and must
suppose, if he is right, that, as he suggests, it “ was left guarding the
outfield while the work on the Wall proceeded.” (Durham University
Journal, 1948, 78-83.)
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DIAGRAM i.
A typical ‘‘ legionary length *' in the ‘' Broad Wall ’' sector where
‘' structure-and-foundation '' gangs and '' curtain ’' gangs are working
together. An end length (ioa/n b ) of leg. xx’s work has been chosen,
so that the positions of the legionary terminal stones can be illustrated.
The positions of all the cohort stones are shown as well as the end
centurial stones of each cohort (in practice, of course, the informa
tion is likely to be on the same stone). The intervening centurial stones
have had to be omitted so as to avoid overcrowding the picture. (It is
likely, in fact, that the arrangements, at least in " curtain" n a /n b ,
resembled those set out in Diagram 3, but the more simple arrange
ments, as developed from Mr. Birley's arguments, which certainly applied
in other places, are assumed here to avoid complications.)

DIAGRAM 2.
A typical piece of Wall in the " Narrow Wall on Broad Foundation "
sector, where the gangs are no longer working together, so that gangs
of different legions may be building "triplets" and their adjacent
" curtains," as here. Only stones of the legion and its end cohorts are
shown. (Here conditions of Diagram 3 did actually prevail, Diagram 3
being, in fact, a reconstruction of the position in "curtain" 29/29a.)
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MC 2 8 .

A

TRIPLET O F LEG . I I .
INSCRS ON MC GATES.

T 27b.
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DIAGRAM 3.
A conjectural reconstruction of the ends and middle of "‘ curtain"
29/29a, where the work seems to have been allocated to the centuries
horizontally (see p. 26). It is assumed, in accordance with the argu
ments of Handbook10 17, that an average Wall ‘‘ curtain " should consist
of twenty 9 in. courses (16 ft.) of Wall from foundation to rampart walk
with eight more (6 ft.) to top of merlons, the 6 ft. above the rampart walk
involving an equivalent amount of work to 3 ft. of actual Wall. The
arrangement of the Diagram—each of the twelve centuries of the two
cohorts (vi and x) responsible for the ‘*curtain *' laying four courses
over half its length—is, of course, conjectural and susceptible of variation,
but seems, as proposed, the most plausible on technical and administra
tive grounds. (In fact, the cohort and century denotations are on the
same stones but are represented as on different for convenience of drawing.)
The suggestion may be offered that this arrangement of work was
characteristic of sectors where the concrete was laid in horizontal slabs,
i.e. ‘‘ hand laid" as explained in Handbook10 37. That it occurs more
often than we can prove is suggested by the fact that, whereas according
to the **simple'' scheme of Diagram 1 we should expect five times as
many centurial stones without the cohort denomination as with it, the
actual proportion on stones which are attributable to ‘' curtain ' ’ gangs
in the sector MC4/Irthing is only 83 to 73.
(N.B. On the diagram the lower “ C.D." on the left-hand side is a
misprint for B.A.)

DIAGRAM H i : --- CONJECTURAL RESTORATION OF INSCRIPTIONS ON
“ c u r t a i n " 29/29a.
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ADDENDUM.
THE “ LONG HALF-LENGTH.”

It seems desirable, if only to tidy up a loose end, to state
the term s of the problem in a little more detail than was
attem pted on p. 18 and n. 61 and to offer a possible explana
tion. If Tya. is correctly placed,1 “ curtain ” 7a/7b is ex
actly a quarter and “ curtain ” 7b/8 virtually exactly a third
too long—evidence of very careful and deliberate surveying.
If the hypothesis of “ assistance ” from leg. ii is accepted,
we should expect, if a due proportion was m aintained, four
centuries “ assisting ” for “ c u rta in ” 7b/8 and three for
7a/7b, and these can be provided from cohorts i, ii, viii and
x of leg. ii, if the smallest century of the first cohort can be
considered as the equivalent of a normal century of the rest.2
Cohorts i (one century) and ii (two centuries) will then take
the west end of 7a /7b and cohorts viii and x (two centuries
each) the east end of 7b/8.
An explanation m ust start from the facts that (a) there
seems no reason on the ground why these two particular
“ curtains ” should be “ lo n g ,” but that (b) they do straddle
the m id-point—T 7b—of that block of work of one and a
half seasons—Tyneside/11b—which we have been assign
ing to leg. xx. T h is surely indicates that a solution of the
“ long half-length ” m ust base itself on the surveying prob
lems and idiosyncrasies of this block as a whole.
Now the work of the N orth of E ngland Excavation Com
mittee in 19293 proved that, although we cannot lay down the
precise line, there m ust have been a most curious and quite
unparalleled zigzag in the line of the W all between Silver
Street and the G .P .O ., Newcastle, around MC4, in fact.
T his suggests to me that the line of the W all as originally
surveyed ran straight on from the G .P .O . section down to
the Newcastle bridgehead, but that the plan was altered to
include within the frontier the lower reach of the L ort Burn,
which could, as in the M iddle Ages, provide a convenient
berth for shipping4—a precursor, in m iniature, of the
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W allsend extension. Now the discrepancy between the
lengths of these two lines does, as well as it can be com
puted, am ount to some 900 feet, which is the surplussage
over norm al of the “ long half-length.” I would argue,
therefore, that at the last moment before actual building
the decision was taken to include the L ort Burn valley and
thus increase the allocation of leg. xx by 900 feet.5 T he
planners accordingly resurveyed the allocation as a whole,
not w ishing perhaps to increase the length of “ c u rta in s ”
immediately adjacent to the vulnerable bridgehead, their
method being tp lengthen the two centre “ curtains ” of the
allocation by the appropriate distance and to alter the set
ting-out pegs for the structures accordingly. M eanwhile
detachm ents of leg. ii were called in to shoulder the extra
b u rd e n ; indeed, so rem arkable is the expedient of m aking
good an addition to the work in this way, that it looks as
though the presence of an “ a s s is tin g ” detachm ent was
known and allowed for when the resurvey of the allocation
was taken in h a n d .6
NOTES.

1 NCH xiii. 528, 529.
2 On the sizes of the centuries in cohort i of the legion see Vegetius, ii.
8, and Roman Wall in Scotland2 40, n. 1. But I do wonder whether this
smaller number (five instead of six) and these irregular sizes of centuries
of the first cohort existed at all in the legions building Hadrian's Wall.
To use a first cohort with its eccentric make-up among normal ones as a
"curtain” builder must have created great troubles for the administra
tion.
3 NCH xiii. 498; AA4 xi. 230.
4 Gray, Chorographia (1649), 9, cited in NCH xiii. 499.
5 A decision to include space for a bridgehead depot or even a fort
(which has nothing to do, of course, with the decision to add forts to
the Wall) may very well also be in the picture.
6 Moreover, assistance given in "curtains” 7a/7b and 7b/8 is given
for the first "curtains” built in the second season, that is, the first
"curtains” for which, according to our chart, outside "assistance”
could be present.

